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1.0 Wrinkling in Web Handling 
A web is defined as any media that is handled as a continuous entity.  A more 
precise definition might require a web to have a rectangular cross section where the 
thickness is much less than the width.  Similarly, web handling may be defined as the 
processing of continuous media.  Typical webs may include plastic films, papers, sheet 
metals, foils, and non-wovens.  Webs are processed in order to add value to or increase 
the usefulness of the web.  Some typical examples of web handling include; coating, 
printing, slitting, laminating, or adding a surface finish. 
 
Processing of webs requires the web to be unwound from a roll, where the web 
will then travel through a processing machine.  The machine will transport the web over 
rollers or air bars which support and define the path of the web through the machine.  
After the web is processed, it is again wound onto a roll for storage or cut into other 
useful geometries for its final application.  During the course of transport through a web
2-line the web may experience forces that result in compressive stresses.  These 
compressive stresses may induce instability in the web as it is being processed.  
Instability may be manifested in one of two forms, toughs and wrinkles.  Troughs are 
defined as out of plane deformations of webs as they travel through free spans.  A free 
span is a tensioned section of web between two rollers (or possibly air bars which are not 
discussed here).  A wrinkle is defined as an out of plane deformation of the web as it 
transverses a roller.  The plane previously mentioned is tangent to the roller while the 
web is in contact with the roller.  In other words, a wrinkle occurs whenever the web lifts 
off the roller surface as the web travels around the roller. 
 
The formation of wrinkles or troughs has long been a source of concern for the 
web handling industry.  Wrinkling typically causes permanent damage to the web, 
breakage in the case of paper webs, and harmful effects to downstream winding rolls as 
well as interference with intermittent processes.  The formation of troughs in web spans 
may adversely affect processes like printing, coating, etc, due to the non-planar geometry 
of the web in the span.  Whether the web is permanently damaged, a value adding process 
is compromised, or something as catastrophic as web breakage occurs, the end result is 
often wasted web and costly downtime of web lines that may potentially be miles long. 
 
A common cause of trough and wrinkle formation in webs is the presence of a 
lateral force acting across the web.  For future reference, the direction of web travel 
through a web process machine will hereafter be termed the machine direction (MD) and 
the cross-machine direction (CMD) will refer to a coordinate direction which lies normal 
3to the machine direction and coincides with the plane of the web.  These lateral (also 
termed “shear”) forces combined with web line tension (MD stress), result in the 
compressive CMD stresses in the free span that lead to trough and wrinkle formation.  
Wrinkles that are the result of these lateral shear forces are termed shear wrinkles.  Shear 
wrinkles are commonly encountered in the web handling industry as a result of 
misaligned rollers, imperfect rollers, and (potentially) web guidance systems. 
 
Shear wrinkles are categorized as either regime 1 or regime 2, based on previous 
research in this area.  Regime 1 wrinkles are independent of web velocity and assume that 
there is not a loss of traction due to air entrainment.  Air entrainment is the process where 
air, being dragged along by a moving web, becomes trapped between the web and the 
roller as the web passes over the roller, thereby reducing web to roller traction.  Regime 2 
wrinkles are dependent on the web to roller traction.  It has been shown by Good, et al. 
[16]  that regime 2 wrinkles may be avoided altogether by using rollers with sufficient 
traction and appropriate web line conditions.  Thus, only regime 1 wrinkles will be 
studied in this dissertation. 
 
Wrinkles and troughs can also form where there is an absence of a net lateral or 
shear force applied at the downstream roller.  Examples of this are wrinkles due to 
crowned rollers and machine direction wrinkles in “thin” webs.  In these cases, 
compressive CMD stresses develop in the web without a lateral steering of the web 
caused by a net shear force. 
 
4The study of the trough and wrinkle phenomena in webs is necessary for 
establishing guidelines for design and modification of web process machinery.  Accurate 
tolerances for roller shape are crucial for efficiently and economically specifying 
dimensions for new rollers and essential for setting up preventative maintenance 
schedules for roller replacement.  With such guidelines available, the effort of setting up 
a new web line may be reduced.  Furthermore, problems with wearing rollers may be 
measured, compared to meaningful tolerances, and replaced as necessary.  Without these 
guidelines, the web process companies have to afford damaged materials, time 
consuming hit and miss installation processes, as well as the reality that any change of        





2.0 Journal and Conference Articles 
The first studies of interactions between webs and rollers were not concerned with 
wrinkling but with the steering of drive belts.  One of the earliest technical presentations 
on this subject was by Swift [39] in 1932.  He mainly focuses on cambered pulleys as a 
means of correcting some geometrical imperfections in a drive pulley system, admitting 
that cambered pulleys would be detrimental in a perfect web line.  He discusses the 
concept of a couple developed in a web approaching a tapered or crowned roller and the 
resulting steering of the web (corrective in this case).  He looks at the problems of:  
misaligned shafts (co-planar), twisted shafts (out of plane), staggered pulleys, and oblique 
drives.  In accordance with each system, he suggests the minimum amount of crown or 
taper that should be employed to control the web with minimum interference of stresses 
in the web.  Experimental results are given in support of his suggestions of corrective 
measures.  One of the most important developments to this paper is the concept of normal 
6entry.  Swift provides the first reference (found by this author) to state that a belt running 
under steady state conditions must enter the roll perpendicular to its axis of rotation 
(offset by the radius of the roller). 
 
Another early work was conducted by Lorig [24] in 1950.  His work focused on 
self centering rollers.  He discussed the steering action of a web due to cylindrical, 
crowned, concave, and jointed self centering rollers.  He explains the theory of steering 
due to each type of roller but stops short of producing formulae and models for prediction 
of lateral behavior. 
 
In 1968, Shelton [37] discussed the lateral steering of a web due to various forms 
of web guides.  Shelton first lists most of the common forms of web guidance systems at 
the time, and provides a thorough study of the underlying principles behind each type.  
The work is then applied to a discussion of optimal applications of these devices.   
 
In his development of theory for web steering, Shelton [37] primarily focuses his 
attention to modeling the steering effects of a misaligned roller.  He presents a model for 
web deflection based on a web being treated as a beam.  He then establishes the boundary 
conditions on a web span encountering a downstream misaligned roller.  An important 
development was the concept of zero moment in the web as it approached the 
downstream misaligned roller.  Also significant, was the modeling of a developing slack 
edge in a web.  Shelton discussed the use of normal entry of a web to a roller.  Shelton 
stated that the concept of normal entry had been used previously in the drive belt industry 
7(mentioned above) but was as yet unknown to most people involved in web guiding 
systems. 
 
Shelton built a test apparatus to provide experimental verification for his models.  
In testing a web, he described procedures of determining web material properties and 
coefficients of friction.  Tests were conducted to support the theories presented which 
include, web to roller friction, dynamic response of steering guides and their control, and 
multiple web span interactions. 
 
Gehlbach, et al. [12] applied plate buckling criteria to a web in a free span.  This 
was done to predict the onset of shear wrinkles (which they defined at that time).  This 
work suggested that shear stresses coupled with a web line tension could result in a 
compressive 2nd principal stress capable of buckling the web.  The paper focused on 
experimental verification, in the case of the misaligned downstream roller.  Experimental 
results support the proposed model for the ranges and web line parameters tested.  The 
length to width ratio of the web span was tested from 1.5 to 4.33, resembling common 
span ratios.  The work assumed isotropic web properties. 
 
Gopal and Kedl [18] worked to apply finite element analysis to the prediction of 
wrinkle formation due to a downstream misaligned roller.  Their goal was to predict 
wrinkle formation, even after the formation of troughs and possibly a slack edge in the 
web.  Additionally, they stated that the buckled deformation not be constrained to sine 
wave troughs uniformly distributed across the width of the web.  They utilized two 
8approaches, the first being a 2-D FE (finite element) model that used wrinkling 
membrane elements (which could not sustain any compression) to model a web span.  
The model did predict the deformations of a web encountering a misaligned roller.   
 
Next, they attempted to predict wrinkle formation by increasing the shear force 
applied until an unstable equilibrium equation occurred.  The model was unable to predict 
wrinkle formation.  A second model, utilizing regular plate elements, was more 
successful in predicting wrinkles.  It applied both shear force and an out of plane 
perturbation to the web.  If this out of plane perturbation resulted in a sustained out of 
plane deformation even after the perturbation was removed, then a wrinkle was said to 
have formed.  Limited verification accompanied this work.  They did not link their model 
to any classic shell-buckling theory.  Also, the web taking on a shell form while on the 
roller was not modeled in any way. 
 
The forgoing wrinkling membrane elements mentioned were developed to their 
current state by Miller and Hedgepeth [26].  They proposed a method of FE analysis for 
partly wrinkled membranes.  They modify the stiffness of elements based on their current 
strain.  Elements can have linear elastic behavior when taut in two directions, wrinkled 
when taut in only one direction with a modified stiffness, or slack, where the stiffness is 
set to zero.  The method works by assuming a stiffness for an element and then 
calculating its stress state.  Next, a modified stiffness is calculated from the strain 
developed in the first iteration and the process is repeated until convergence.  It is 
important to note that the load is applied in steps and that convergence must be achieved 
9at each load step.  They applied this process to classic problems, to which approximate 
solutions existed, and achieved satisfactory agreement.  One problem they modeled was 
that if a rotating shaft in a hub. 
 
Papandreadis [30] also discussed wrinkling behavior in webs.  He presented a FE 
code that incorporates membrane behavior into elements that cannot support either 
bending or compression.  He then applied lateral forces to his model and characterized 
the effects of material properties and web thickness on web wrinkling, as well as 
predicting lateral contraction of the web width.  He did not simulate the boundary 
conditions of an actual web passing over a roller.  Also, presented is a buckling analysis 
of panels using NASTRAN and a characterization of the resulting mode shapes, 
including the number of waves present and wavelength of the corrugations.   
 
Shelton [33] discussed the buckling of webs in the free span and on rollers.  He 
reported a critical strain associated with plates and shells and suggests their use in 
determining web buckling.  Something similar had previously been applied by Gehlbach 
et al. [12] in 1989.  In modeling a web as a buckled plate or a shell, Shelton predicted the 
wavelength of the buckled form and provided some experimental data.  Shelton went on 
to suggest models for the compressive strain developed in a web as it passes over a roller 
and enters a different tension, temperature, or moisture zone.  The case of a varied web 
tension across a roller is considered as a potential source for compressive strain.  Shelton 
also discussed possible compressive strains due to a viscoelastic memory in webs, and 
10
due to a web entering a deflected roller.  The latter case would be similar to a curved axis 
roller.  Other topics included web to roller traction, and pressurized shell buckling. 
 
Benson et al. [5] developed a FE code based on tension field theory.  Their self 
titled code FEWA was derived from the “Wrinkle Strain Method”.  The code was applied 
to theoretical cases, and proposed trough lines were characterized by the web model.  The 
main purpose of the code, therefore, was to predict locations of compressive stresses and 
likely locations where troughs would form, not to predict the onset of these troughs. 
 
Delahoussaye and Good [9, 10] presented works using FE to model the effects of 
contoured rollers interacting with webs.  The first reference was concerned with the 
spreading capabilities of a concave roller.  The later reference similarly dealt with the 
spreading effects of a curved axis roller on a web.  Experimental verification was not 
presented. 
 
Dobbs and Kedl [11] studied web to roller traction and the possibility of 
interaction between web spans.  They looked at how a misaligned roller could cause 
slippage of the web at the upstream roller and the influence that may have on wrinkle 
formation.  They presented models to predict when slippage would occur and provided 
experimental data. 
 
Good [13] also looked at the possible interaction of multiple web spans due to a 
downstream shear force.  Traction was discussed as a factor to web slippage and the 
11
ensuing moment transfer between web spans.  A velocity dependent traction model was 
developed.  It focused on air entrainment between a moving web and a transport roller 
and its effect on web to roller traction.  Good also incorporated the effect of a slack edge 
into his model for a downstream misaligned roller in a multi-span system.  Experimental 
verification was provided. 
 
Good et al. [16] presented another work dedicated to shear wrinkles in isolated 
web spans.  There was discussion of regime 1 (velocity independent) and regime 2 
(velocity dependent) wrinkles.  Models were developed for the prediction of both regime 
1 and regime 2 wrinkles (in retrospect, the models may have been better suited to 
predicting trough formation).  In the case of regime 2 wrinkles, a traction algorithm, 
which was velocity dependent, was applied to the downstream misaligned roller itself to 
see if sufficient traction was available to cause enough steering to induce instability.  
Extensive experimental support was provided. 
 
Shelton [35] discussed the issue of web camber and its effect on web handling.  
One of the first methods of qualifying web camber was established in what he termed 
“sweep tests”.  He proposed a critical tension required to pull a cambered web taut.  He 
went on to analyze behavior of a straight web on a tapered roller and the resulting 
steering of the web.  This was then compared to the similar case of a cambered web on a 




Another paper related to web camber came from Wang [44].  He proposed models 
for the behavior of cambered webs and their resultant machine tension variations across 
the width of the web.  He discussed cambered webs approaching both aligned and 
misaligned rollers.  Of most interest, is the experimental procedures used to 
experimentally measure tension variation across the web.  He developed a technique of 
exciting a tensioned moving web with a pulse of air that induced an out of plane vibration 
in the free span.  Two microphones were then used to measure the speed of wave 
propagation in order to determine the tension in that locality of the web.  The present 
author has used this technique, it does work for large tension variation, but the resolution 
is outside the range of most studies concerning contoured rollers. 
 
Swanson [38], also discussed the issue of cambered webs.  He defined three 
boundary conditions, the upstream deflection being constant, the slope of the web at the 
upstream roller is equal to zero, and the slope of the web at the downstream roller is equal 
to zero. He bracketed the 4th boundary condition, which is the moment at the downstream 
roller, but does not quantitatively define it.  He suggested that the effect of camber be 
quantified by shear, deflection, and moment measurements.  He also argued against 
Shelton’s tapered roller analogy as a model for a cambered web. 
 
The topic of cambered webs was later picked up by Olsen in [27].  He developed 
models based on beam theory to describe the lateral behavior of the web.  His model 
considered varying stiffness properties and frozen-in strains.  He characterized the 
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deformations but provided no experimental support.  Olsen included shear effects in his 
model in [29] and focused on cambered webs experiencing low tensions in [28]. 
 
Good and Straughan [17] investigated wrinkling due to the downstream roller 
being twisted in a CMD plane, that is perpendicular to the webs regular orientation.  The 
model made use of an Airy’s stress function to predict the stresses in the web span.  They 
linked these stresses to shell instability theory to predict wrinkle formation.  
Experimental support was provided. 
 
Markum and Good [25] studied the spreading potential of concave and bowtie 
rollers.  In their analysis, each half of the web was essentially modeled as a beam.  The 
downstream contoured rollers impose a moment on each half of the web.  A shear force 
and correlating deformation were predicted.  In order to test the shear force developed at 
the concave roller, Markum and Good devised an experiment that slit the web as it left 
the upstream roller.  The two halves of the web were now free to steer away from each 
other.  The deflection was measured to verify that the correct shear force was predicted. 
 
Good and Beisel [4, 15] readdressed the issue of wrinkling due to a downstream 
misaligned roller.  Previous wrinkling models were generalized by the inclusion of shear 
and tension effects.  In addition, the model was derived with consideration of orthotropic 
material properties.  Experimentation revealed distinct differences between trough and 
wrinkle formation in the case of the misaligned roller.  The study showed that a closed 
form solution could be found for the prediction of trough formation, but the wrinkle 
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formation would require a post-buckling analysis.  Previous efforts to predict trough 
formation had been limited to typical length to width ratios, but here both short and long 
spans were tested.  The shorter spans revealed the importance of modeling shear effects, 
while tension effects were more critical in the longer spans.  Orthotropic materials were 
characterized and tested to verify those inclusions in the model (newsprint and a 
proprietary non-woven). 
 
It was later noticed that the critical angle of roller misalignment for wrinkle 
phenomenon was nearly twice that of trough formation.  This was further investigated by 
Webb [45].  He tested a large number of materials and consistently found the same 
correlation between trough and wrinkle formation.  Webb presents an expression for 
wrinkle formation based on the model developed for trough formation in [4], but with an 
empirical factor derived from experiment.  He then attempted to model wrinkle formation 
using finite element techniques.  He used wrinkling membrane elements that cannot 
sustain any compressive stress to model the web with corrugations due to troughs.  
Acceptable agreement was achieved but only after the rotations from the FE analysis 
were added to the rotations needed to form troughs per [4]. 
 
Good and Beisel [15] investigated the formation of troughs due to tapered rollers 
to see if a procedure similar to that employed for misaligned rollers would the applicable 
to the case of a downstream tapered roller.  Their paper was a direct result of this 
dissertation and will not be discussed further here. 
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Shelton [34]  presented an unpublished paper for an internal board review which 
discussed misaligned and tapered rollers; however most consideration was given to 
multiple web span interactions and moment transfer.  No experimental support was 
provided.  Shelton’s models pertaining to tapered rollers will be included in section 3.4 
for comparison. 
 
In 2005 Hashimoto [19] presented a paper on roller misalignment.  It was mainly 
concerned with paper webs and therefore orthotropic properties.  The models and 
conclusions presented were very similar to previous works such as [4, 15, 16].   
 
Brown [6, 7] presented two papers in 2005.  He proposed models for the lateral 
mechanics of webs encountering misaligned, tapered, concave, crowned, and cambered 
webs.  He suggested two modifications of the web boundary conditions.  One was a 
generalization of the normal entry rule and the other was the addition of what he called 
the normal strain rule.  Nonlinear two dimensional plane stress equations were solved 
with a numerical partial differential equations solver and the results were compared to 
other previously developed models, but not to experimental results. 
 
Shelton [36] again addressed the multi-span effects of misaligned rollers.  He 
simultaneously solved a two span system and discussed the influence on preceding web 
guides.  He gave recommendations for prevention and tolerances of misalignment to 
prevent inter-span influence.  Experimental data is provided. 
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Jones [22] specifically addressed the issue of webs wrinkling on rollers.  He stated 
that webs wrinkling on rollers are most similar to shells buckling on a rigid support, in an 
outward-only mode.  This rigid support is claimed to increase the buckling load by 1.73 
times that for an unsupported shell.  Also, presented was a model for single ring buckling 
with and without consideration of friction.  No experimental support was provided. 
 
An early paper concerned with thin shell buckling was that of Weingarten et al. 
[46].  Their work focused on the effect of internal pressurization on critical shell loading.  
Careful experimentation was carried out with consideration of end effects.  They found 
that internal pressure would bring experimental buckling data up to the value predicted 
for instability in an un-pressurized shell.  They also qualified experimentally what 
pressure would be required to fully stabilize the shell structure.  Their conclusion was 
that internal pressure only limited premature buckling due to shell imperfections and that 
a pressurized shell would buckle at the critical load predicted for an unpressurized shell. 
 
Experiments related to shell buckling are carried out in this dissertation.  Critical 
information about dimensions and materials were provided by Hosford and Duncan [20].  
Their paper described the manufacture and properties of modern aluminum beverage 
cans, including loads the cans must endure during the filling process. 
 
A recent discussion of wrinkle elements and tension field theory as applied to thin 
membranes was given by Iwasa et al. [21].  The paper discussed the limitations of said 
theories and evaluated their performance.  Special attention was given to a comparison of 
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tension field theory and bifurcation theory.  The differences were suggested to arise from 
compressive stresses that remain in the membrane after wrinkling has occurred.  This 
paper focused on the case of a circular membrane resisting a rotating hub.  No direct 
application to web handling was discussed. 
 
Discussions of material properties, including shear modulus, were given by both 
Cheng [8] and Szilard [40].  Szilard presented an expression for the shear modulus 
dependent on orthotropic Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio.  The equation is not 
verified and presented without derivation.  Cheng presented the same expression and 
goes on to reveal it was originally presented by St. Venant.  Cheng then derived a new 
expression dependent on the same variables.  It should be noted that both expressions 
reduce to the expected isotropic forms. 
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2.1 Relevant texts 
Timoshenko and Goodier [42] provided a basis of original work and a collection 
of existing works of others in their “Theory of Elasticity”.  Also helpful was the work by 
Timoshenko and Gere [41] on “Theory of Elastic Stability”.  Beam stiffness matrices 
were developed in Przemieniecki’s [31] “Theory of Matrix Structural Analysis”.  
Orthotropic materials and their inclusion in analysis were discussed by Lekhnitskii [23] 
in “Anisotropic Plates”. 
 
Finite elements and related boundary conditions are covered in Reddy’s [32] 
“Finite Element Method”.  Allen and Bulson [3] provided an insight into shell buckling.  
They proposed two separate buckling modes, ring and chessboard buckling.  They 
showed that internal pressure stabilizes the shell and ring buckling, as predicted by 
classical analysis, may be achieved.  Un-pressurized shells may buckle prematurely and 
assume the chessboard buckling mode.  Finally, additional materials for stress analysis 
were presented in “Advanced Strength of Materials and Applied Elasticity” by Ugural 
and Fenster [43]. 
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2.2 Summary of Current State of Wrinkling Analysis 
The early contributions of Swift [39] (normal entry) and Shelton [37] (Mj=0 at 
misaligned roller) have led to the current developments in wrinkle prediction.  Gelbach et 
al. [12] showed that plate buckling criteria could be linked to beam theory to predict 
trough formation in typical free spans, due to misaligned rollers.  Good et al. [16] 
discussed the effects of traction, and its dependence on web velocity, on web wrinkling.  
The generalization of existing models for prediction of trough formation, due to a 
downstream misaligned roller, was carried out by Good and Beisel [4, 15].  This 
generalization included consideration of shear effects, tension effects, and orthotropic 
web properties.  It extended the application of existing theories. 
 
Prior attempts have been made to model webs after troughs have formed in them, 
by use of wrinkling membrane elements incorporated into FE analysis.  The most 
commonly used wrinkle element was developed by Miller and Hedgepeth [26].  These 
elements were applied to a web approaching a simulated-misaligned-downstream roller 
by Gopal and Kedl [18].  They did not link their model to a classic instability criterion; 
neither did they achieve success with the wrinkling membrane elements.  They did claim 
success in predicting the wrinkle phenomenon with a second model by using regular 
membrane elements but verification was limited.  The later model did not link wrinkle 
formation to a shell buckling criterion nor did it attempt to model the web on a roller.   
 
The most recent attempt to model wrinkle formation, due to a misaligned roller, 
was by Webb [45].  His model used wrinkling membrane elements in an FE analysis that 
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was linked to a shell buckling criterion.  He achieved agreement with experimental data 
but only after adding the rotation required by his model to the rotations required to 
produce trough formation as described by Beisel [4].  The model Webb employs is not 
considered valid by this author, and will be discussed later.  Had the model been correct, 
the rotations predicted by the FE analysis would have been equivalent to the observed 
rotations that caused wrinkles to form in the web. 
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2.3 Research Objectives 
The research objectives of this dissertation include:  
 
1.0 The effective prediction of trough formation due to a tapered downstream 
roller in a closed form solution with consideration of shear effects, tension effects, 
and orthotropic web properties.  This method must be consistent with other cases 
of shear troughs and is presented along with the case of a misaligned roller. 
 
2.0 The modeling of wrinkle phenomenon on rollers by use of wrinkling 
membrane elements linked to classic shell buckling criteria for the cases of both 
the misaligned and tapered rollers in one consistent method. 
 
3.0 The study of boundary conditions of webs approaching crowned rollers, 
the study of trough formation due to crowned rollers, the modeling of wrinkle 
formation due to a downstream crowned roller by use of FE analysis, application 
of this model to other cases of machine direction wrinkles, specifically the case of 
a roller with an enlarged section. 
 
From the literature survey these objectives are known to be novel.  Wrinkling or 
web instability research has been supported by the corporate sponsors of the Web 
Handling Research Center since 1985, when the WHRC began conducting research.  
Through Input given by each sponsor, it is known that a significant economic loss occurs 




Prediction of Troughs Due to Shear 
 
3.0 Modeling Webs as Beams (Deflection Due to Taper) 
To effectively reach the goal of predicting instabilities in webs, many steps must 
be undertaken and ultimately combined.  The first of these steps is the ability to 
accurately describe the behavior of a web encountering a contoured roller.  The case to be 
studied is that of a downstream tapered roller. 
 
Tapered rollers are commonly encountered in web handling.  The process of roller 
manufacture will almost certainly result in a roller with a slight taper.  These tapered 
rollers are produced unintentionally and their use in web lines will be detrimental.  
Machining techniques involving feedback could help resolve this problem but economy 
prevents such measures.  If the effect of taper is better understood then guidelines and 
tolerances may be used to evaluate roller manufacturing processes as well as the quality 
of the rollers produced. 
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A tapered roller is defined as a roller with a linearly varying radius across its 
width.  A diagram of a tapered roller is shown below in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1 – Tapered Roller Profile 
As a web comes into contact with a tapered roller, it is assumed to stick to the surface of 
the roller and travel with the same speed as the roller surface while in contact with the 
roller.  The radius of the roller at any point across its width is: 
 oRmy)y(r += (1) 
where m is the slope of the roller in terms of change in radial in./ in. width.  The velocity 
of the web is: 
 +== )Rmy()y(r)y(V o (2) 
where  is the angular velocity of the roller.  The average web velocity may be found 
using the average roller radius. 
 = oavg RV (3) 





r(y), local radius 
Ro, average radius 















A uniaxial version of Hook’s Law has been commonly used in web spans to estimate the 
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Integrating the stress multiplied by the incremental area and its y position across the 























Equation (6) gives the total moment developed at the tapered roller in terms of roller 
taper (m), average roller radius (Ro), Young’s Modulus (Ex), web thickness (t), and web 
width (W). 
 
In modeling a web span as a beam it is assumed that the web is planar before 
troughs form in the span and that linear elastic theory may be used.  The positive sign 
conventions are shown below in Figure 2. 
 












As seen in the above figure, the upstream boundary conditions are denoted with the 
subscript i, and the downstream end of the web is denoted with the subscript j. The other 
terms are; shear force (fyi,j), moment (Mi,j), web deflection (vi,j), end rotation (i,j), web 
line tension (T), span length (L), and web width (W).   
 
The boundary conditions imposed on the web span are as follows.  A web guide 
keeps the location of web entry constant, therefore, we may arbitrarily set vi = 0.  Shelton 
[37] had previously shown the importance of normal entry  in application to webs which 
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The fourth boundary condition is the moment at the tapered roller, as given by equation 










With the boundary conditions determined, beam theory may now be applied to the 
web span.  Equation (10) is a beam stiffness matrix derived from Przemieniecki [31] that 
























































































































































































































z == (12) 
 
Using equation (10) and the boundary conditions mentioned on the previous page; 
vi=0 and equations (7) and (9), a model for describing the behavior of a web encountering 
a tapered roller may be developed.  Expanding the 3rd row in equation (10) and solving 



































Equations (13) and (14) may be set equal and solved for vj, if equation (9) is used for the 



















Equation (15) provides an expression for the lateral steering of a web due to a 
downstream tapered roller.  By following a similar procedure, the shear force that causes 
this lateral steering may be found.  Again, by expanding the 3rd row of the stiffness 

































If equations (16) and (17) are equated, equation (9) is substituted for moment, and 



















Equations (18) and (15) yield the shear force generated at a downstream taper 
roller and the resulting deflection of the web, respectively, in terms of web properties and 
web line conditions.  One factor limiting the use of equations (15) and (18) is the possible 
development of a “slack” edge in the web.  A slack edge occurs when a portion of the 
web develops zero web line tension.  When the MD stress due to moment becomes 
greater and opposite to the MD stress due to web line tension, zero web line tension will 
develop at that location in the web line.  The onset of a slack edge due to a tapered roller 






T = (19) 
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The above equations require Shear Modulus as an input.  These equations may 
also be used for orthotropic webs, requiring the use of orthotropic material properties.  
Below are two equations for Shear Modulus in terms of Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s 
Ratio.  The first was presented by Szilard [40] without derivation, which was originally 



















The validity of these expressions is not considered here, perhaps the five material 
properties associated with a web in plane stress conditions should be considered entirely 
independent.  These expressions are convenient in that the measurement of shear 
modulus in webs is inhibited by the subject of this dissertation, wrinkling.  If orthotropic 
material properties are required in modeling another useful relation regarding inputs is 













3.1 Experimental Verification of Deflection due to Taper 
 An experiment was designed and constructed to verify the deflections predicted 
by equation (15).  Initially, these tests were to be conducted with the web remaining 
planar.  This constraint required the use of extremely slight tapers.  Tapers on the order of 
0.0005 radial in. / in. of width were required for use with the 92 ga polyester tested.  In 
order to conduct these experiments, tapered rollers needed to be constructed and 
accurately qualified. 
 
These slight tapers were beyond the capabilities of typical taper cutting 
attachments on the lathes available for use, so an alternative method was employed.  By 
holding one end of the roller in the lathe chuck and the other in the tail stock, slight tapers 
may be produced by small misalignments of the tailstock.  The process was iterative with 
an evaluation of the roller after each pass and a corresponding readjustment of the 
tailstock.  When the rollers were considered to be “close enough” to their target taper, 
they were removed from the lathe and qualified for their actual taper. 
 
The tapered rollers were qualified on a special piece of equipment developed in 
house by the current author at the WHRC named the “roll profiler”.  The apparatus 
consisted of two Keyence laser micrometers mounted on the tool post of an old lathe bed.  
The micrometers could then be moved along the roller axis while recording roller 
diameter.  The position along the roller axis was monitored with a yo-yo potentiometer.  
Both readings were simultaneously recorded on a computer equipped with a National 
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Scientific data acquisition board and a program written in Labview.  The setup is shown 
below in Figure 3. 
 
Figure 3 – Roller Profiler 
 
An example output from the roller profiler is shown below in Figure 4. 
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Imperfections in the machining process can be clearly seen above in Figure 4.  
The taper is not uniform or even symmetric from end to end of the roller.  This is likely 
caused by flexure of the roller shell while being machined.  The clamping of the roller 
may be loosely described as fixed – pinned beam boundary conditions, allowing more 
rotation at one end of the roller than at the other.  In determining the taper of the roller, it 
is important to consider only the portion of the roller that is in contact with the web.  In 
this case a 6” wide web was used.  It will be shown that deflections are less than 0.1” in 
these experiments.  Therefore, only the central 6” portion of the roller was considered in 
determining the taper of a roller.  The dark blue diamonds in Figure 4 show this central 
6” portion of the roller.  The red line is a linear fit to this region of the roller, the slope of 
which is used to determine the radial taper of the roller. 
 
A total of 8 rollers were produced with tapers of 0.00028, 0.00056, 0.00066, 
0.00075, 0.0010, 0.00113, and 0.00144 (radial in. / in. roller width).  The profiles of the 
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Figure 6 – High Taper Roller Profiles 
 
With the tapered rollers qualified and in hand, an experiment was designed to 
measure the deflection of the web due to a downstream tapered roller.  The measurement 
apparatus consisted of a frame to hold rollers parallel at four different web span lengths, 
while maintaining a constant angle of wrap at each span length.  The tapered rollers, or 
any contoured roller, may be inserted downstream of a cylindrical upstream roller.  In 
order to measure deflection, two Keyence laser micrometers were used.  One was placed 
in the web span preceding the test span, and the other was placed in the post span.  Since 
normal entry requires the web to enter a roller perpendicular to the roller axis, and the 
assumption was made that there was no slippage between the web and roller, the 
locations of the micrometers in the pre and post spans were not critical.   
 
The laser micrometers required the use of an opaque web.  A polyester web, 6” 
wide, 92 ga. in thickness, embedded with titanium dioxide, named Melinex 377 (a 
DuPont film) was used.  The Young’s Modulus was measured to be 712,000 psi in an 
axial stretch test.  The Poisson’s Ratio was assumed to be 0.3, and the web was 
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considered to be isotropic.  The axial stretch test just mentioned requires a web length of 
50 feet to be subjected to various levels of tension down its length while simultaneously 
recording the resulting deformations.  The data from this test is used to construct charts of 
stress vs. strain where the slope determines the MD Young’s modulus.  This test was 
developed in house at the WHRC to minimize grip effects that have been observed in 
modulus tests on films conforming to the ASTM specification D882 [1].  The results of 
the stretch test for the 92 ga polyester are shown in Figure 7.  The below data are the 
results of 5 independent tests with error bars representing the maximum and minimum 
values measured.  As expected, the polyester begins to leave the realm of linear elasticity 

















Figure 7 – Data From Stretch Test, 92 ga Polyester, Ex = 712000 psi 
 
Web deflection was measured for three different web span lengths, five different 
web line tension levels, and four different roller tapers.  The tension was monitored by 
use of load cells located just prior to entry to the test span and controlled by use of a 
magnetic break.  Web speed was low and the rollers in the test span were covered with a 
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high traction tape to ensure the assumed no-slip condition between the web and rollers.  
The experimental set-up is shown below in Figure 8. 
 
Figure 8 – Apparatus for Deflection Experiment 
 
The deflection data obtained form the experiment depicted in Figure 8 were 
plotted against the values for deflection predicted by equation (15) and is presented 
below in Figure 9 - Figure 13.  The data were plotted as open and filled triangles.  The 
filled triangles represent a planar web, while the open triangles indicate the presence of 
troughs in the test span.  Each data point was obtained by first running the web over a 
cylindrical roller to determine the normal position of the web in the machine.  Then a 
tapered roller was exchanged for the downstream cylindrical roller.  Once the web 
reached steady state, the position of the web was recorded.  The slope of the taper was 




















































































































Figure 13 – Deflection Due to Taper, T = 30lbs 
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The preceding graphs display agreement between the proposed model, equation 
(15), and experimental values over all conditions tested.  The conclusion was reached that 
a web can effectively be modeled as a beam over a typical range of web line parameters, 
providing a convenient closed form expression for deflection of a web due to a 
downstream tapered roller.  Two points were worthy of note in the experimental data.  In 
comparing values from the data taken at different tension levels, the effect of web line 
tension on deflection appears to be small.  Tension did however seem to stabilize the web 
from a buckling point of view.  Most data points taken at 30 lbs web line tension were 
planar as compared to the mostly troughed data points taken at 15 lbs tension.    
 
The other point is that the presence of troughs in the test span did not affect the 
steering of the web.  Equation (15) provided accurate deflection predictions even when 
troughs were present in the test span.  This was not necessarily anticipated since once 
troughs form in the web span, the web takes on an out-of-plane component to its 
geometry.  This second point increases the generality of equation (15) by suggesting it 
may provide an estimate of lateral steering even when troughs are present in a web 
encountering a downstream tapered roller. 
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3.2 Trough Formation in Web Spans; Instability Criteria 
 In the previous sections, webs have been successfully modeled as beams.  The 
next step in modeling instabilities in webs was the development of a buckling criterion 
for trough formation in a free span.  Timoshenko and Gere’s [41] plate buckling criterion 
was employed but with orthotropic material properties included in this analysis.  The 
guidelines for the orthotropic material properties were found in Lekhnitskii [23].  The 
positive sign conventions used by both Timoshenko and Gere [41] and Lekhnitskii [23] 
are given in Figure 14. 
 
Figure 14 – Positive Sign Conventions for Loaded Plate 
Nx and Ny represent the forces acting per unit length along the edge of the coupon.  It 
should be noted that the forces are positive when compressing the coupon.  The 
equilibrium equation for this rectangular coupon-shaped plate was presented by 




































































k = (27) 













































xksinAw kn  (31) 
If the proper partial derivatives are taken of equation (31) and then plugged into equation 
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Equation (32) can be written in terms of stress by dividing through by t, which is web 














































Most practical applications in the web handling industry require tension in the machine 
direction.  The presence of machine direction tension excludes the possibility of troughs 
forming oriented with the cross machine direction in a free span.  This sets our half wave 

















































Equation (35) gives the CMD stress required to buckle the web span for a particular half 
wave number (n). 
 
Determination of the half wave number can be a tedious process and is not 
included here.  Shelton [33] first proposed the idea of allowing for a continuous half 
wave number in web spans.  Timoshenko [41] gives an example of this for the wave 
number in cylindrical shells in compression. This concept will now be employed.  If the 
partial derivative of y is taken with respect to n and the result is set to equal zero, the 
resulting expression may be solved for an n that requires the minimum compressive 















For typical web handling materials and conditions, it can be shown that 2D1<<xtL2
(typically 2-3 orders of magnitude).  Thus, neglecting the first term, substituting for D2,





































In comparing the terms in equation (38), some simplifications may again be made.  For 
typical web handing conditions, we can neglect terms one and three in comparison to 
term two in the numerator and the first term in the radical in the denominator is small in 












Equation (39) provides us with a simple expression to predict the compressive 
stress that will result in buckling of a tensioned coupon loaded across its length.  If 
equation (39) is applied to webs, it should yield the compressive stress required in a free 
web span that will result in troughs forming in that span. 
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In the case of webs experiencing a net lateral steering force at a downstream 
roller, the source of the required compressive must be determined.  In the case of shear 
troughs, the shear stress at the downstream roller combined with the tension induced 




























In the experimental cases studied, this angle was small and therefore, cmd was 
approximated to be equal to 2. This assumption may not be valid for extremely short 
spans.  The induced compressive CMD stress, equation (40), may now be equated to the 
critical compressive stress required to buckle the web, equation (39), and solved for the 
critical shear stress. 
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The shear stress in equations (40), (41) and (42) may be calculated from one of 










max * (rectangular cross section beams) (44) 
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Whether equation (43) or (44) should be used is based on the expected shear stress 
distribution in the web.  Experimentation with a particular class of shear troughs may 
suggest the use of one equation over the other.  However, if a conservative analysis is 
needed the maximum shear stress should be used.  In the next few sections, this 
instability criterion for trough formation in webs experiencing shear forces will be 
applied consistently to two common causes of shear troughs.  Those cases are misaligned 
and tapered downstream rollers. 
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3.3 Troughs Due to Misaligned Rollers 
Roller alignment has always been a critical issue in the web handling industry.  
All web lines need to be “trammed” which is the process of aligning all the rollers such 
that their axis are parallel.  Good roller alignment is required to keep the web positioned 
laterally in web processes but also to prevent trough and wrinkles from forming which 
interfere with those processes.  Roller alignment can be a challenging and time 
consuming process.  Improved guidelines and the ability to set realistic tolerances for this 
procedure would be helpful to web handling. 
 
The most recent works concerned with roller misalignment come from Beisel [4] 
and Webb [45].    The work by Webb is concerned with wrinkle formation and will be 
discussed more in the next chapter.  Earlier models had been proposed by Good et al. [16] 
and Shelton [33].  The earlier efforts did not include tension effects, shear effects, or 
consideration of orthotropic material properties.  The model proposed by Beisel [4] does 
include these additions and will be presented here for completeness.  Additionally, one of 
the current goals is to show that all shear troughs may be modeled with one consistent 
method, with boundary conditions representative of each particular case.  Therefore, the 
same method of analysis will be applied to troughs due to misaligned rollers in this 
section and to tapered rollers in the next. 
 
Similar to the previous deflection experiments with tapered rollers, the misaligned 
roller will be modeled as a beam with conventions as in Figure 2.  The beam stiffness 
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matrix, equation (10), will be used to describe the behavior of the web.  For the case of 
the downstream misaligned roller, the boundary conditions are: 







 0M j = (47) 
 roller_misalignedj = (48) 
The first condition is due to the upstream web guide holding an arbitrary but constant 
entry point which is set to zero.  The rotation at the upstream roller is due to shear 
deformation.  The zero moment at the downstream roller was proposed by Shelton [37] 
and others.  The rotation of the downstream end of the beam will equal the angle of roller 
misalignment. 
 
The boundary conditions in equations (45-48) are applied to the stiffness matrix 
of equation (10).  The 3rd and 4th rows of equation (10) may be expanded and solved for 
vj. The resulting two equations may then be set equal and solved for the steering or shear 
force developed at the misaligned roller.  
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Similarly, the 3rd and 4th rows of equation (10) may be solved for fyj. If the resulting 
equations are equated, the result may be solved for the deflection of the web due to a 
misaligned roller. 
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In order to predict instability in web approaching a downstream misaligned roller, 
the equations describing the behavior of the web must be linked to the instability criterion 
developed in equation (39).  In the case of shear troughs, equation (39) was set equal to 
the compressive 2nd principle stress, equation (40), and the result was solved for the 
critical shear stress, equation (42).  Equation (42) may now be equated to the shear stress 
developed due to the shear force at the misaligned roller through the use of equation (43). 
Subsequent substitution of equation (49) for shear force results in an expression for 
critical rotation of a downstream misaligned roller, which will cause troughs to form in a 
free web span. 
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Equation (51) was developed with an assumption of uniform or average shear stress 





 = (52) 
 
Equation 50 was compared to experimental data taken over a range of typical web 
line conditions, by varying span length at different tensions.  The material used in testing 
was 6” wide 92 gauge clear polyester.  The polyester was isotropic with a Young’s 
Modulus of Ex = 725000 psi.  The Poisson’s Ratio was assumed to be  = 0.3.  More 
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details related to these experiments were given by Beisel in [4].  He studied the effect of 
the assumed Poisson’s ratio on the model, concluding that Poisson’s Ratio has little 






















































Figure 17 – Troughs Due to Misalignment, Polyester, T = 19.2 lbs 
 
Figure 15 - Figure 17 show a comparison of equation (51) to experimental results 
obtained by misaligning the downstream roller until troughs were observed in the web 
span.  The “previous model” line on the graph refers to an earlier effort by Good [16] that 
did not take into account tension nor shear effects.  Each datum point was an average of 
three misalignments in either direction to reduce the effects of web camber.  It can be 
seen that for short and long spans shear and tension effects are critical. 
 
Equation (51) also accepts orthotropic web properties as inputs.  Two materials 
with measurably orthotropic (newsprint and a non-woven) were also tested.  Their 


















G= 968 psi  
Figure 18 – Properties of Orthotropic Materials 







































Figure 20 – Troughs Due to Misalignment, Non-woven, T = 1.5 lbs 
 
The agreement achieved in Figure 19 and Figure 20 was not as good as that 
achieved for the polyester web.  Newsprint and the non-woven material are difficult 
materials to characterize.  Their material properties are difficult to measure in the cross 
machine direction.  Additionally, these materials are non-homogeneous on a local scale 
and the proposed model only accounts for macroscopic properties.  Never the less, the 
model did yield the general trend of the data and noticeable improvements were made 
due to the inclusion of tension and shear effects. 
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3.4 Troughs Due to Tapered Rollers 
 The prediction of troughs forming in a web approaching a tapered downstream 
roller will be accomplished with a method consistent to that applied to the misaligned 
roller of the previous section.  In section 3.0, the boundary conditions for a web 
encountering a tapered roller were established.  These boundary conditions were then 
used to develop a model for web behavior, based on beam theory.  This resulted in 
expressions for web deflection, equation (15), and shear force, equation (18), developed 
at the tapered roller.   
 
Previously, this shear force and resulting shear stress have been shown to cause a 
compressive stress across the web when coupled with web line tension, equation (40).  
Expression (39) has been developed to yield the compressive stress that the web in a free 
span can withstand before troughs form.  Equation (42) gives the result of setting the 
compressive stress developed equal to the critical compressive stress required to buckle 
the web, which is then solved for a critical shear stress.  If equation (18) is then inserted 
into equation (42) through use of equation (43), the result may be solved for the critical 
taper required to cause troughs to form in a web span approaching a tapered roller. 
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If a maximum shear stress with a parabolic distribution is assumed, equation (44), then a 





2m  = (54) 
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Equation (53) provides a guide for how much radial taper a roller can have before 
it causes buckling problems in a web line.  Shelton [34] had previously proposed a model 
for tapered rollers in an unpublished document.  He also used the Timoshenko buckling 
criteria, but without a development for orthotropic web properties.  Additionally, his 
deflection equation did not account for tension or shear effects.  His model was never 
verified experimentally, so it will be included here for completeness.  Shelton similarly 
proposed two equations, equation (55) for L/W < 2 (“short” beams) and equation (56) for 


































































































where Ke is given by: 
 ( )[ ]+= GE2.11EI
TK e (57) 
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3.5 Measurement of Troughs Due to Tapered Rollers 
Experimental verification was needed for equation (53-54).  The trough-due-to- 
taper experiment utilized the same setup as that constructed for the case of deflection due 
to a tapered roller.  The eight tapered rollers previously constructed and qualified were 
used with two web thicknesses over four different span lengths.   
 
Since the tapered rollers were of fixed geometry, tension was used as the variable 
condition in the tests.  The tests were conducted by starting at a relatively high web line 
tension, since tension increases web stability in free spans.  Tension was then slowly 
decreased until instability occurred in the web.  The onset of instability was determined 
visually.  The visibility of this occurrence was assisted by the use of a plane of laser light 
at a very low angle of incidence with the web.  A planar web will show a straight line 
across the web, where a web with any out of plane deformations will show a similar 
pattern in the laser light across the web.  A typical web span with developed troughs will 
show the laser light incident with the web as a wavy sinusoidal line.  Furthermore, as the 
troughs move across the web, the wavy line will dynamically move or “wiggle” creating 
a noticeable visual effect.  An example of the incident laser on a web span with 
developed troughs is shown in Figure 21.     
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Figure 21 – Trough Visualization 
 
The first web tested was the same isotropic 92 ga. polyester used in the deflection 
experiments.  It had a width of W = 6”, a Young’s Modulus of Ex = 712000 psi, and a 
Poisson’s Ratio of  = 0.3.  Each data point is the result of an average of three 
measurements.  In addition, each measurement was based on the web being deflected in 
either direction.  This was accomplished by reversing the roller taper by flipping over the 
roller in the test stand.  The purpose of this was to reduce the possible effects of web 
camber.  The test results were plotted against the values predicted by equation (54).  
Through out this paper error bars, where given, represent a maximum and minimum 
value measured, unless specifically stated otherwise. 
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Figure 25 = Troughs Due to Taper, 92 ga Polyester, L = 40” 
 
For the range of conditions tested, the experimental results fairly closely followed 
the trend established by equation (54).  It is interesting to note that the data points 
representing troughs in the web were all above the line predicted by the model.  This was 
expected since the data points were based on the observation of troughs that had already 
formed in the web.  All the span lengths exhibited similar behavior.  The tests also 
suggest that even the 10 inch span for a 6 inch wide web should be considered a “long” 
beam.  Due to the nature of the test apparatus, shorter spans were not tested to determine 
exactly when equation (53) should be used instead of equation (54). 
 
An additional web thickness was tested.  This web was a clear polyester with a 
width of W = 6”, a thickness of t = 0.00056”, a Young’s Modulus of Ex = 658000 psi, and 
a Poisson’s Ratio of  = 0.3.  The results are shown below in Figure 26 - Figure 28.  The 
data for the 56 ga polyester represents a single measurement due to the difficulties 




















































Figure 28 – Troughs Due to Taper, 56 ga Polyester, L = 40” 
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We can see from the results of the thinner web that the model does not follow as 
closely as it did for the 92 gauge case.  There is good agreement on the 40 inch span as 
well as in the higher tensions for all spans.  It is interesting to note that the trough data on 
the 20 and 30 inch spans do not appear, if extrapolated, to intersect the origin of the 
graph, which would be expected behavior from any model.  One possible reason for the 
experimental data’s low tension deviation may be in the geometry of the thin web itself.  
If manufacturing controls over variables, such as web thickness, are more crucial on thin 
webs, then the seemingly premature instabilities may be due to local variations in stress 
caused by local defects in the web itself.
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3.6 Misaligned – Tapered Rollers 
 The prediction of trough formation due to either roller taper or roller 
misalignment has been successfully achieved in closed form models in the previous 
sections.  A model is now presented for the combined effects of a downstream misaligned 
and tapered roller.  This condition of roller error may occur accidentally and guidelines 
for tolerances would be desirable.  Another possibility for this condition might be to 
correct the effect of either misalignment or taper by use of the other parameter.  Shear 
troughs in a web look similar in the web line independent of whether they were generated 
by roller misalignment or tapered rollers.  Operators will find they can misalign a tapered 
roller and make troughs disappear.  Hence, it is important to understand the combined 
effect. 
 
When considering this case, there are two possible orientations of a misaligned 
and tapered roller.  The roller can be oriented such that the shear force due to taper is 
aligned with the shear force due to misalignment, or the roller can be oriented such that 




Figure 29 – Orientations of a Misaligned-Tapered Roller 
For the case of the aligned shear forces we have: 
 )taper(yj)ntmisalignme(yjyj fff += (58) 
and for the case of opposed shear forces: 
 )taper(yj)ntmisalignme(yjyj fff = (59) 
 
If the appropriate equation is used from above, equations (49) and (18) supply the 
values for shear forces, and finally, equation (43) or (44) can be used to relate shear 
stress.  Here, equation (44) was used for maximum shear stress in a rectangular cross 
section.  The shear stress generated is then set equal to the critical shear stress required to 
buckle the web in a free span, as given in equation (42).  The resulting expression may 










equations (60) and (61).  Conversely, the critical taper for a roller with a particular 
misalignment might have been found.  For the case of aligned shear forces: 
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and for the case of opposed shear forces: 
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Equations (60) and (61) represent the maximum shear stress if a parabolic distribution is 
assumed.  If an average shear stress distribution is assumed then as before, equation (43) 
must be used in the derivation instead of equation (44). 
 
In order to verify this additive model for a misaligned and tapered roller, an 
experiment was conducted to determine the onset of trough and wrinkle phenomena.  The 
rotating yoke from the misaligned roller experiment was fitted with a tapered roller from 
the tapered roller experiment.  At a given web line tension, with a set span length, using a 
particular tapered roller, the downstream roller was misaligned to the right and then to the 
left.  The onset of troughs and then wrinkles were determined in each direction.  Next, the 
tapered roller was flipped end for end in its yoke and the entire process was repeated.  
This was done to reduce possible effects of web camber.  Each data point was the average 
of three attempts to identify the first evidence of either trough or wrinkle formation in the 
web.  By rotating both right and left as well as reversing the tapered roller, data were 
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simultaneously collected for the case of aligned shear forces and for the case of opposed 
shear forces.  The onset of trough and wrinkle formation were again determined visually. 
 
The material used for testing was, again, the 92 gauge opaque polyester, with a 
Young’s Modulus of Ex= 712000 psi, a Poisson’s Ratio of  = 0.3, and a width of W = 6 
inches.  The material was considered to have isotropic properties.  The results of these 

































































Figure 32 – Misaligned-Tapered Roller, m = 0.0010 radial in/in, L = 10” 
 
The preceding graphs show a comparison of equations (60) and (61) and data that 
represent the formation of troughs in the web span.  Limited wrinkle data are also 
displayed but no modeling attempts were made.  Two different tapers were tested at a 
span length of L = 30” and a relatively “short” web span of L = 10” was also tested.  The 
agreement between the model and corresponding data was acceptable in all cases.  The 
graphs clearly exhibit the two distinct orientations of the misaligned-tapered roller.  The 
results demonstrate that the forces due to a misaligned and tapered roller can in fact be 
modeled adequately in an additive manner for typical web spans. 
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3.7 Introduction to the Use of Finite Elements in Webs 
 In order to successfully predict wrinkles in webs finite elements were needed.  
The first step in applying finite elements to webs was to successfully model a known case 
of instability in webs.  The case chosen was that of troughs forming in webs due to a 
downstream tapered roller.  In predicting troughs, the web remains planar up to the point 
of trough formation, thus, regular elastic elements may be used to model the web.  The 
main development to be achieved through this exercise is the correct establishment of the 
boundary conditions for the finite element wrinkling model. 
 
The web was modeled in five sections.  Three of these sections represent the web 
on rollers and the other two sections represent the web in free spans.  A diagram is given 
in Figure 33.  It should be noted that a traveling web would not behave this way.  This 
configuration is used to impose the correct boundary conditions on the left side of the 
model.  The right side of the model is symmetric to the left side.  The force applied to the 
model is therefore 2*fyj in the y direction.  Since the nodes are locked together in the y 
direction across the middle, roller it does not matter where on the roller section the shear 
load is applied.  Rows of nodes are locked together in order to achieve normal entry at the 
rollers. 
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Figure 33 – FE Trough Model, Tapered Roller 
Figure 34 shows a typical stress output for the FE model. 
 
Figure 34 – FE Trough Model, x Stress Output 
The MD stress behaves as expected, developing equal moments at each end of the web 
span.  What is of more interest to our stability studies are the compressive CMD stresses.  
It has been shown previously that the combination of a MD stress and a shear stress will 
result in a compressive second principle stress across the web.  Figure 35 shows this 
principal stress. 
 Nodes coupled along dotted lines, to provide normal entry, exit and travel across rollers 
Horizontal dotted lines coupled in y direction Vertical dotted lines coupled in x direction 
End constrained in x direction and  
middle node constrained in y direction 
Parabolic shear force (2fyj) Web line tension applied at end of web 
Web span being studied 
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Figure 35 – FE Trough Model, Compressive Principle Stress 
Figure 35 shows a region of developed compressive stress across the web span.  At near 
the center of the web span, a saddle point of compressive stress can be seen.  Once the 
compressive stress at this point reaches the critical stress needed to buckle a tensioned 
plate, there will be nothing to prevent the formation of troughs in the web. 
 
The process of modeling trough formation in a web span begins by starting with a 
relatively low shear force, fyj. If the resulting CMD compressive stress was less in 
magnitude than the required critical stress, given by equation (39), then the applied shear 
force was increased.  Once the critical CMD stress is reached, the downstream moment 
was calculated by integrating the MD stresses multiplied by their positions and 
incremental areas across the web.  The taper required to induce this moment can be found 
through use of equation (9).  Results of this method are shown below compared to data 
previously shown in Figure 22, Figure 24, and Figure 27. 
Compressive principal stress plotted 
down the web 
Compressive principal stress plotted 
across the web 
down the web across the web 





































Figure 37 – Troughs Due to Taper, 92 ga Polyester, L = 30” 
 
Figure 36 and Figure 37 show comparisons of experimentally determined values 
for critical taper at a given tension to analytical as well as FE models.  Figure 36 gives 
the results for a relatively short span while Figure 37 represents a longer span.  In both 
cases, the FE model was acceptable in predicting the onset of trough in a web span due to 




















Figure 38 – 56 ga Polyester, L = 30” 
The relatively thin web represented in Figure 38 shows the experimental values dropping 
out early so as not to intersect with the origin as previously mentioned on page 58.  We 
can see the FE model following the analytical model, equation (54), in this respect. 
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3.8 Conclusions of Troughs Due to Shear 
 Webs encountering misaligned and tapered rollers have been consistently 
modeled as beams.  The models considered tension effects, shear effects, as well as 
orthotropic web properties.  In the case of the tapered roller, experimental verification 
was provided for web deflection.  An interesting observation was the fact that the 
deflection equation accurately predicted the deflection of the web even after a trough had 
formed in the free span.   
 
A buckling criterion suitable to webs was presented and linked to the respective 
beam models.  This produced equations for critical misalignment and also for critical 
roller taper that would induce troughs to form in the web.  Experiments were conducted 
and the proposed models were compared to resulting experimental data.  Of importance, 
is that the models were developed with consistent methodology and were successful for 
both the cases of the misaligned roller and the tapered roller.  The implication is that this 
same method is likely to be successful in predicting trough formations in any webs 
experiencing steering forces at a roller.  An example is that of a web encountering a set of 
rubber covered rollers with uneven nip pressure. 
 
A final point is the successful modeling of the case of combined effects due to 
misalignment and taper.  Experiments verified that the shear forces generated by each 
case may be combined additively.  The methodology mentioned in the previous 
paragraph was applied and a model predicting trough formation due to a misaligned-




Prediction of Wrinkles Due to Shear 
 
4.0 Wrinkle Formation on Rollers, Instability Criteria 
A web is considered wrinkled when a trough from the free span traverses a roller.  
As a web travels over a roller, it changes from the plate it was in the free span into a 
cylindrical shell on the roller.  The shell geometry has a substantially higher buckling 
stress than that of the same web in the tensioned plate form.  In order to predict wrinkling 
of webs, the instability criterion for the web in this shell form is now developed.  This 
work has been previously presented by Good and Beisel [15].   
 
Others have shown that the buckling load for a sector of a cylinder is the same per 
unit circumferential length as that of a complete cylinder [41].  Figure 39 shows such a 
sector in the strip jk.  Figure 39 also shows coordinate directions as well as forces per unit 
length Nx and Ny.
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Figure 39 – Shell Instability Conventions 
 The constituent relations of equations (28) and (29) can be solved simultaneously 
and expressed in terms of stresses: 














Equations (62) and (63) can be used to relate the membrane forces to the strains in the 
shell by dividing through by the shell thickness, t.  In addition, for an axisymmetric 
object subject to an axisymmetric load, the circumferential strain is x = –w/R.  The 
variable w represents the out of plane deformation of the shell.  After this substitution, 






































































If we consider the strip jk from Figure 39, the forces have a component in the z direction, 
































where q is the potential pressure acting on the strip.  The last term represents the 
component of transverse load due to the membrane load Ny acting through the out-of-



















In the application of equation (69), q is set to zero and w is measured from the 























2 =++ (71) 
The cylindrical shell is expected to buckle into axisymmetric modeshapes that can be 
represented by the waveform: 
 
W
ynsinAw = (72) 
































Equation (74) gives us an expression that relates the axial load per unit length to the half 
wave number n.  The minimum value of Ny for any buckled shape needs to be 















If the assumption is made that , can be a continuous variable, equation (75) may be 
minimized with respect to Ny by setting the derivative equal to zero. 
































Equation (77) may be solved for n, and if the result is substituted back into equation (74) 




















Equation (79) gives the value of the critical buckling stress of an orthotropic 
cylinder.  It is assumed that the web will buckle when compressive stresses in the web on 
the roller reach the stresses given by equation (79).  If the associated half wave number is 
desired it may be found from equation (77). 
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4.1 Stabilized Shell Buckling, Experimentation 
In the previous section, the critical buckling stress for an unsupported orthotropic 
cylinder was presented.  Whether or not equation (79) is appropriate for use in describing 
webs buckling on rollers has been debated [22].  Experimental studies have been 
undertaken to determine whether the use of equation (79) in cases involving pressurized 
and internally supported shells is appropriate.  
 
A web traversing a roller is not the same situation as an unsupported cylindrical 
shell in regards to buckling.  As previously mentioned, it has been shown that a sector of 
a shell buckles at the same compressive stress that would cause a complete shell to 
buckle.  However, the web line tension gives rise to a hoop stress around the shell and a 
normal pressure similar to an internally pressurized cylinder.  Additionally, the web 
pulled around the roller provides a rigid support against the internal wall of the cylinder. 
 
Traditional studies of unsupported shell buckling typically include a large scatter 
in data and the loads that cause failure usually fall short of expected critical levels.  In 
addition, the mode of buckling is not always as expected, for a cylindrical shell, diamond 
buckling is normally what is observed instead of circumferential buckling modes.  Most 
studies blame this on non-uniformities of the shell or eccentricity of the loading, resulting 
in uneven stress distributions.  These uneven stresses cause buckling to occur locally and 
then spread throughout the shell.  Allen and Bulson [3] show that the ring and diamond 
shape buckles can occur a similar compressive loads.  Diamond buckles are uncommon 
in webs on web lines.  They are seen only when web tension levels are low.  Allen and 
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Bulson also show that internal pressurization will stabilize ring buckling.  Since web 
tension effectively induces an internal pressure between the web and roller, the behavior 
observed in web lines appears to agree with their observations of pressurized shells. 
 
Weingarten [46] and others also suggest that a pressurized cylinder will approach 
the theoretical value of critical stress predicted by thin shell stability theories.  These 
studies have been reviewed previously and provided the justification for using these 
classical theories, thus far, in modeling webs buckling on a roller.  Although there are 
many similarities between webs traversing a roller and a pressurized shell, the case of a 
web on a roller seems to have one difference.  The roller provides not only a pressure on 
the inner surface of the web but also a rigid support.  The presence of a rigid support 
means the web must buckle entirely outward.  This outward buckling of the web is 
considered by some to be a different buckling mode than the normal sinusoidal mode 
currently being used to model wrinkling.  This leads to the proposition that the outward 
only buckling mode may require a higher critical stress.  In a recent paper, Jones and 
McCann [22] propose that since only outward buckling may occur on a rigid roller, 
equation (72) may be inadequate to describe the buckled shape.  They are concerned that 
the web buckling away from the roller causes a rise in machine direction stress that 
affects the onset of instability.  These concepts were presented without verification.  Due 
to the various theories associated with stabilized shell buckling, experimentation was 
conducted herein.  
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An experimental setup was designed to test thin shell elastic buckling for 
cylinders.  The tests were meant to determine specifically whether cylinders that were 
rigidly supported internally would buckle at a higher level than cylinders that were 
internally pressurized (which approach values predicted by classical analysis).  In order 
for the tests to represent elastic buckling the shells used in the experiment needed to be 
very thin.  Machining a shell of the required thickness accurately would be beyond the 
capabilities of most machining practices, however, a suitable shell might be accurately 
drawn.  It was realized that aluminum beverage cans might be potential candidates. 
 
A typical beverage can has a diameter of 2.59” with an average thickness of 
0.0039”.  Cans used in experiments were measured with a hand micrometer.  The cans 
ranged in measured thickness from 0.0038”-0.0040”, however, multiple measurements on 
the same location on a can averaged the expected 0.0039”.  This led to the assumption 
that cans were more uniform than our measurement techniques were accurate.  The sides 
of beverage cans are drawn from an aluminum alloy consisting of 1% magnesium, 1% 
manganese, 0.4% iron, 0.2 % silicon, and 0.15% copper, Hosford [20].  Inserting these 
dimensions into equation (79) along with the material properties of aluminum and then 
distributing the stress around the can gives a critical buckling load of nearly 580 lbs.   
 
The tests were conducted on two distinct configurations.  One was the case of an 
internally pressurized cylinder buckling under an axial loading.  The other was the case 
of a cylindrical shell supported by an internal rigid foundation buckling under an axial 
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loading.  For the internally pressurized shell, mandrels were made to support the inside of 
the ends of the shell as shown below in Figure 40. 
Figure 40 – Mandrel Supports for Internally Pressurized shell 
The test samples were placed in an Instron machine and then crushed while 
simultaneously monitoring load and displacement.  The first test was conducted on an un-
pressurized sample (Pinternal = 0 psi).  The result was a buckling load far below the 
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expected value to 580 lbs.  The mode of buckling was also diamond shaped instead of 
circumferential rings.  The diamonds first appeared in one location on the can surface and 
then grew around the can as the applied axial load was continually increased.  The result 
is shown in Figure 41. 
Figure 41 – Pressurized shell, Pinternal = 0 psi 
 
The next tests were conducted with internal pressure = 70 psi.  The cans again 
buckled short of the 580 lb critical load predicted.  However, the cans did buckle at the 
very outer lip of the can where it was in contact with the mandrel; edge effects were 
suspected. 
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Figure 42 – Buckling at Outer Edge of Shell 
Figure 42 shows a can where the edge is folded over onto itself.  In order to get away 
from the possible interference of edge effects, additional restraints were required.  The 
ends of the shell which were supported internally by the mandrels were also loosely 
clamped on the outside to ensure that the shell could not buckle at the very ends.  These 
clamps are shown below in Figure 43. 
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Figure 43 – Clamps to Prevent Shell Buckling Near End of Can 
 
Cans were constrained as shown above and collapsed in the Instron.  The tests 
were conducted at three different pressures to see if internal pressure had any effect on 
shell buckling load.  The cans were loaded to an initial axial preload to help seal the ends 
of the shell.  Next, internal pressure was applied and controlled by a regulator.  The 
amount of load reacted by the internal pressure was calculated by subtracting the preload 
from the force reading after the internal pressure was applied.  The axial loading was 
increased until buckles formed in the cans.  A computer equipped with a National data 
acquisition board recorded the loads and displacements.  The data was reviewed and the 
highest load was found.  This maximum reading minus the pressure effects, as 
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determined previously, resulted in the critical buckling load observed in experiments.  
Two tests were conducted at 30 psi internal pressure with critical loads of 561 and 582 
lbs.  One test at 50 psi resulted in a maximum axial load of 576, and three tests at 75 psi 
yielded critical loads of 627, 592, and 586.  
 
It appears that the magnitude of internal pressure is not a major factor in shell 
stability.  The internal pressure primarily seems to stabilize the cans to give more uniform 
buckling results.  If all data points are averaged, a critical buckling load of 587 lbs was 
obtained experimentally compared to a predicted value of nearly 580 lbs from equation 
(79).  Under the circumstances this seems to be very good agreement.  One standard 
deviation of the data is 22.1.  Even though the scope of this study was limited, initial 
conclusions are favorable of equation (79) providing accurate axial buckling stress for 
internally pressurized cylindrical shells. 
 
The next case examined was that of an internally, rigidly supported shell.  A 
mandrel was machined to match the inside diameter of our test cans.  The cans must be 
able to slide onto the mandrel with a snug fit.  A cap was then machined to slide over the 
top of the mandrel to compress the cans.  The clamps used in the internally pressurized 
tests were again used here to prevent end effects and provide a built end condition at the 
ends of the cans.  The experimental setup is shown below in Figure 44.  In Figure 43 and 
Figure 44 we can see fully formed circumferential buckles away from the ends of the 
shell as evidence of the benefit of the sliding clamps. 
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Figure 44 – Rigidly Supported Shell Buckling 
 
Fifteen cans were compressed to buckling, giving an average critical load of 562 
lbs as compared to the expected value of nearly 580 lbs.  The maximum load recorded 
was 665 lbs and the minimum load was 469 lbs.  One standard deviation was 63.3.  The 
spread of the data seems high but during the experiments notes were taken that may give 
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insight to the test results.  The test notes indicated that in certain cases the cans were 
difficult to remove from the mandrel.  This suggests that frictional forces may have 
contributed to the higher loads attributed to these cases.  In the case of the lower buckling 
loads, it was observed that the cans fit the mandrel very loosely.  The result was diamond 
shaped buckles forming in the cans first.   
 
Results obtained from experimentation with both internally pressurized cylinders 
and rigidly supported cylinders indicate that equation (79) may indeed be appropriate to 
use in modeling a web buckling on a roller.  Tests did indicate that both a pressurized 
cylinder and an internally, rigidly supported cylinder buckle very near the predicted 
value.  The test samples were small and larger test samples would be recommended for 
future studies.  The case of the internally, rigidly supported cylinder might be further 
improved by using a 3 piece mandrel instead of the two piece mandrel currently used.  
The three piece mandrel would allow a load cell to be placed underneath the internal 
mandrel and effectively measure the frictional force between the can and its internal 
support.  This frictional force could then be subtracted from the overall buckling load.  
This procedure would also help to lower the deviation in the test values since loose fitting 
cans would no longer be used in testing procedures. 
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4.2 Wrinkling and Finite Elements; Previous Efforts 
 The first effort to model a web with troughs formed in the span, with finite 
elements, was by Webb [45].  Webb addressed the issue of wrinkles developing on a 
downstream misaligned roller.  It was at this time that a linear relationship between trough 

























Figure 45 – Correlation Between Troughs and Wrinkles 
Webb then proceeded to collect trough and wrinkle data for a larger number of materials 
which yielded similar results.  Webb conducted experiments to measure deflection due to 
a misaligned roller similar to the tapered roller deflection experiments presented earlier.  


















Figure 46 – Deflection Due to a Misaligned Roller; 92 ga Polyester, L = 18” 
Figure 46 demonstrates the same behavior as seen previously in the case of the tapered 
roller.  The deflection remains linear after troughs have formed in the web span.  Webb 
also investigated the relationship between web buckling (trough and wrinkle) and width 
reduction of the web. 
 
Modeling a web span with developed troughs until the point of wrinkling with 
finite elements was the effort of Webb most relevant to this study.  Figure 47 shows a 








Figure 47 –Boundary Conditions and Applied Loads as Used by Webb 
Webb’s model incorporated the no-compression elements in the web span and regular 
elastic elements for the web on the rollers.  He increased the shear force until the critical 
shell buckling stress was reached, as given in equation (79).  Once the critical 
compressive CMD stress was reached Webb determined the rotation of the downstream 
roller from the displacement output from the analysis.  The results seemed to suggest that 
the rotations developed by the FE model were not as great as those observed in 
experiment.  It was then proposed that the rotation should be the addition of the angle 
needed to cause trough formation, equation (51), and the angle of rotation needed to 
cause wrinkles per FE analysis. 
 wrinkle,crtrough,crntmisalignme,cr += (80) 
Comparison of equation (80) to experimental data is given in Figure 48.  Webb’s error 
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Figure 48 – Webb’s FE Model and Experiment, 92 ga Polyester, Ro = 1.45” 
Figure 48 shows relative agreement with experiment.  The largest discrepancies occur at 
the longer web spans with lower tensions.  Of concern, is the model itself, equation 
(8080) is not considered here to be valid and lacks theoretical basis.  If this model gives 
the correct formulation for a misaligned roller then the same procedure should be 
applicable to the case of the tapered roller.  The two cases are very similar with only 
downstream boundary conditions being different.  In light of this, the case of the 
misaligned roller and the development of wrinkles on the downstream roller will be 
investigated further.  A satisfactory solution method must be found that can be 
consistently applied to both the misaligned and the tapered roller cases. 
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4.3 Wrinkles Due to Misaligned Rollers; Finite Elements 
The method for the determination of wrinkle formation due to a downstream 
misaligned roller is now developed.  This method should be applicable to other types of 
shear wrinkles in a consistent manner.  The basic model developed is similar to that 
presented by Webb, where wrinkling membrane elements are used to determine the 
stresses in the web after troughs are assumed to have formed in the web span.  The 
misalignment is then increased until the compressive CMD stress at the tangent point to 
the roller reaches the critical stress determined by equation (79).   
 
The wrinkling membranes used to handle the post buckled state of the web in the 
free span were developed to their most common form by Miller and Hedgepeth [26].  
When thin membranes are buckled, it is assumed that the bending stiffness associated 
with additional compression of the membrane is negligible.  The elements used to handle 
this buckled condition may take on one of three possible states each with a different 
associated stiffness matrix.  Each state is determined by the stress present in the element.  
If it is determined that there is slack in any direction then the stiffness matrix 
corresponding to the stack direction is then set to equal zero.  In essence, wrinkling 
membrane elements cannot withstand compression.  This process therefore required a 
non linear iterative process to handle the state dependent properties associated with the 
wrinkling membrane elements.  The possible states of the wrinkling membrane elements 
are shown below in Figure 49. 
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Figure 49 – States of Wrinkling Membrane Elements 
 The boundary conditions presented for the case of a downstream misaligned roller 
as given in equations (45-48) are now implemented in an FE model.  These boundary 
conditions are shown below in Figure 50. 
 
Figure 50 – FE Wrinkle Model, Misaligned Roller 
The model shown above in Figure 50 is divided up into five panels.  The first represents 
the web on the upstream roller.  This web may contract with Poisson effects due to 
applied tension but the exit of the roller assumes no slippage until the web leaves the 
roller.  The coupled nodes in panels representing web on rollers helps enforce normal 
entry and exit on upstream rollers.  The second panel is the span where web with 
developed troughs is being simulated and is the only span to make use of the wrinkling 
membrane elements; all other spans use regular elastic elements.  The third panel 
represents, to a limited extent, the web on the downstream misaligned roller. The fourth 
bi-axial tension 
Linear elastic elements
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Nodes coupled along dotted lines, to provide normal entry, exit and travel across rollers
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and fifth panels are used only to help achieve the desired boundary conditions in the left 
hand side of the model; they are not representative of the web behavior downstream of a 
misaligned roller.  Additionally, the elastic material on the right hand side of the model 
also, resists compression.  A sample y stress output from this model is displayed in 
Figure 51. 
Figure 51 – Deformed Model (10x) Depicting y Stress 
 
The model presented above shows the deformed shape (10X) of the FE model. If 
the MD stress (not shown) is analyzed, we can see a large moment developing at the 
upstream roller boundary and decreasing linearly as we head toward the downstream 
roller.  At the misaligned roller boundary the moment across the web is reduced by 
approximately 95% and shortly afterwards reached zero before a moment in the opposite 
direction linearly increases in the right side of the model.  Also, if deformations are 
studied across the misaligned roller, the web deforms linearly across this region 
suggesting compliance with normal entry and transport.  These deformations are plotted 
below in Figure 52.   
Span with troughs 
Boundary where wrinkles form
Line depicting angle of misalignment
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Figure 52 – Deformed Nodal Coordinates 
The rotation of the misaligned roller is determined by the slope (dv/dx) of the deformed 
nodes across the third panel of the web.   
 
Execution of the proposed model began with the application of the desired web 
line tension.  Next, shear force was applied.  This shear force was increased until the 
critical compressive stress required by equation (79) was achieved in the first row of 
elastic nodes.  This first row of elastic nodes represents the boundary between the 
troughed web span and the web that is forming a shell on the roller.  At this point, the 
web was considered to have reached the onset of wrinkle formation.  The slope could 
now be determined from nodal deformations, as previously mentioned.  The output of the 
compressive principal stress across the web is shown below in Figure 53. 
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Figure 53 – Critical 2 Stress Developed in FE Analysis of Misaligned Rollers 
 
Experiments determining the onset of wrinkle formation due to a misaligned 
downstream roller have been previously performed by both Beisel (which have never 
been presented) and Webb [45].  The experiments were conducted in the same manner as 
described earlier for trough formation due to misaligned rollers.  Here, the data presented 
by Webb is again used to verify the currently proposed model in the following figures.  
The material is, again, an opaque 92 ga polyester, with a width of W = 6”, a MD Young’s 
Modulus of Ex = 712000 psi and a Poisson’s Ratio of  = 0.3.  The misaligned roller had 
a radius of 1.45”.  Equation (79) yields a critical compressive stress for this case of 



























































Figure 56 – Wrinkles Due to Misalignment, 92 ga Polyester, L = 30” 
 
Figure 54 - Figure 56 show relative agreement between the FE model and 
experimental results over the range of parameters tested.  Whether the proposed model 
would be applicable in extremely short or long web spans remains uncertain.  However, 
the model is capable for predicting an estimate of wrinkle formation for a typical web 
span.  Of interest is a comparison  between the current FE model and that previously 
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proposed by Webb [45] as shown below in Figure 57.  Again, Webb’s error bars 
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Figure 57 – Comparison of Webb’s Model to Current FE Model 
 
Figure 57 shows comparable performance between the current model and Webb’s 
model in the 6 in span.  However the proposed model provides better results in the longer 
spans.  Of greater importance is the currently proposed model does not rely on the use of 
equation (80) which is not considered here to be valid.  It is assumed the improved model 
was the result of a better implementation of the proposed boundary conditions in the FE 
analysis, namely the additional elastic material on the right hand side of the model, which 
also resisted compression.  Moreover, the results achieved in Figure 54 - Figure 57 
support the concept of modeling webs with developed troughs, using wrinkling 
membrane elements in an FE analyses coupled with a shell buckling criteria, equation 
(79), to predict the formation of wrinkles due to a downstream misaligned roller.  In this, 
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and other FE analyses, the software package used was COSMOS 2.8.  Appendix A 
discusses particulars of the inputs used in the analyses. 
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4.4 Wrinkles Due to Tapered Rollers; Finite Elements 
 The model for the determination of wrinkle formation due to a downstream 
tapered roller is similar to the model presented in the previous section.  The buckling 
criterion for a shell, equation (79), yields the compressive stress that the web on the 
tapered roller can withstand before a wrinkle forms.  The boundary conditions presented 
in equation (7), equation (9), and vi = 0 are then implemented in a FE model, making use 
of the wrinkling membrane elements to model sections of the web where troughs are 
considered to have formed.  This FE model generates the stress distributions in the web 
which can then be related to the required critical compressive stress in the web on the 
roller. 
 
The boundary conditions are implemented into the FE model, as shown in Figure 
58. 
 
Figure 58 – FE Wrinkle Model, Tapered Roller 
The model is again divided up into five panels.  The first panel represents the web on the 
upstream roller.  The nodes on this panel are locked along horizontal lines.  Each node on 
the line must move with the same y displacement as the rest of the nodes on the same 
line.   This allows for Poisson contraction due to web line tension but requires a zero 
Web span being studied
Wrinkling membrane elements 
used in this panel only 
Nodes coupled along dotted lines, to provide normal entry, exit and travel across rollers
Horizontal dotted lines coupled in y direction Vertical dotted lines coupled in x direction
Uniform shear force (2fyj)
applied at both ends of middle roller 
and end of web spans 
Web line tension applied at both ends of web 
Nodes coupled in y direction to 
enforce normal entry to middle roller 
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slope at the beginning of the troughed web span.  The nodes at the exit of the upstream 
roller (right side of first panel) are locked in the x direction along a vertical line to 
simulate the roller gripping the web in a no-slip condition.  The second panel makes use 
of the wrinkling membrane elements that simulate web with developed troughs.  Along 
the right edge of the second panel the nodes are again locked along horizontal lines in the 
y direction for a very short distance.  This ensures normal entry of the web to the tapered 
roller.  The third panel is the elastic web on the tapered roller.  The right hand side of the 
model is only used to help enforce the boundary conditions on the left side of the model 
and is not representative of the web downstream of a tapered roller. 
Figure 59 – Deformed Model (25X) Depicting x Stress 
 
Figure 59 depicts the deformed shape (25X) of the FE model.  We can see a 
moment developed at the upstream end of the troughed web span.  The moment decreases 
linearly until reaching a net value of zero at the middle of the span then increasing to the 
middle panel.  We see the compressive y stresses at the free span - roller boundary in 
Figure 60. 
 




Figure 60 – Critical y Stress Developed in FE Analysis of Tapered Roller 
In the case of the downstream tapered roller, the mesh density of the wrinkling membrane 
elements is increased just before the boundary with the elastic elements.  This was not 
done for reasons of convergence but rather to allow for minimal interference of the nodes 
coupled in the y direction.  In fact, it was found that the length of coupled nodes was not 
critical and the same results were achieved whether the first two, first three, or second 
and third nodes from the boundary were coupled.  Placing the y constraints in the elastic 
elements creates interference with the development of compressive stress and should be 
avoided.  
 
The model was executed by first applying web line tension and then increasing 
shear force until the compressive stress across the first row of elastic nodes on the elastic-
wrinkling membrane element boundary reached the critical value predicted by equation 
(79).  Whether the compressive y stress or the compressive principal stress is used, the 
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Experimental results for the onset of wrinkles due to a downstream tapered roller 
were obtained at the same time as the results for trough formation due to taper.  The 
experimental method employed was the same as described earlier with the exception of 
wrinkle formation being determined visually instead of troughs.  Also, no laser was used 
for enhancement of visual effects.  The first web tested was a 92 ga opaque polyester 
with a Young’s Modulus of Ex = 712000 psi, a Poisson’s Ratio of  = 0.3, and a width of 
W = 6”.  The nominal radius of any tapered roller was Ro = 1.49”. The compressive stress 
required by equation (79) was approximately 265 psi for this case.  Comparison between 
the proposed FE model and experimental results are given below.  The experimental data 
represents the average of three tests with error bars again representing the minimum and 


































































Figure 64 – Wrinkles Due to Taper, 92 ga Polyester, L = 40” 
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Figure 61 - Figure 64 show good agreement between the FE model and 
experimental values.  The shortest span studied was 10” and some drift from the data due 
to span may be detectable.  While 10” is longer than the shortest span studied for case of 
a misaligned roller (6”), is should be noted that the case of the misaligned roller is very 
nearly ½ of the model for a tapered roller with moment reversals occurring in about ½ of 
the span length.  The longer spans tested (20”, 30”, and 40”) show the model tracking 
correctly with changes in span length. 
 
Also tested was a relatively thin web, a 56 ga Polyester, with a Young’s Modulus 
of Ex = 658000 psi, an assumed Poisson’s Ratio of  = 0.3, and a width of W = 6”.  Since 
only one set of data was collected for this case, error bars are not shown.  The critical 

































































Figure 68 – Wrinkles Due to Taper, 56 ga Polyester, L = 40” 
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Analysis of Figure 65 may suggest the limitations of the model for use in short web spans 
with high web line tension.  This may also be evident, to a lesser extent, in Figure 61.  In 
the longer spans tested (20”, 30”, and 40”), the model follows experimental values.  In all 
cases tested (both thicknesses), the high tension data seems to taper off compared to 
experiment suggesting another possible limitation of the model.  This could in fact be due 
to high local stresses causing changes in modulus.  Also of concern, the membrane 
elements in their wrinkled state do not account for shear stiffness that may be present in 
the shorter spans.  Many of the higher tension data points (typically the two highest 
tension point in most cases) require localized MD stresses of greater than 7000 psi in the 
web. Figure 7 showed that linear elastic behavior of the 92 ga polyester only extended to 
around 700 psi.  In conclusion, for the ranges tested, the proposed FE model provides 
acceptable results in all cases.  
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4.5 Conclusions of Wrinkles Due to Shear 
A method for prediction of wrinkle formation due to shear in web spans has been 
developed.  This method was employed specifically to the cases of wrinkling due to a 
downstream misaligned roller and to the case of a downstream tapered roller. 
Experiments were designed to test this model over various span lengths, web thicknesses, 
and web line tensions for both cases.  When the models were compared to experimental 
values for the onset of wrinkle formation, both models gave acceptable performance.  
One limitation of the proposed models may be application to extremely “short” web 
spans. 
 
The proposed model begins with a buckling criterion for the web on the roller in 
shell form, equation (79).  Relevant boundary conditions were then prescribed to an FE 
model which used wrinkling membrane elements to simulate web with wrinkles formed 
in the span.  When compressive CMD stresses, which are developed in the first row of 
elastic elements representing the tangent point of the web on the roller, reach the critical 
stresses predicted by equation (79), the point of wrinkle formation had been reached.  
This method was consistently applied to the cases of the misaligned and tapered roller in 
a consistent manner, achieving similar results, and similar limitations in each case.  It 
appears that this method may be successfully applied to other cases involving shear 
wrinkling such as web steering due to uneven nip pressure between laminating rollers or 
other rubber covered rollers. 
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In applying this method, of importance was correct implementation of the 
boundary conditions.  Specifically, achieving the correct MD stress profile was essential 
to a successful model.  Also of importance was consideration of normal entry to the 
roller.  This condition was harder to implement because coupling nodes in the elastic 
region interfered with the compressive stresses developed there.  In both cases studied, 
normal entry was at least partially enforced through indirect means (the right hand side of 
the model helped achieve correct rotations at the end of the troughed span). 
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CHAPTER V  
 
Prediction of Machine Direction Wrinkles 
 
5.0 Introduction to Crowned Rollers 
Crowned rollers are different in their interaction with webs than misaligned or 
tapered rollers.  In the cases of roller misalignment and taper, the webs undergo a lateral 
steering.  This lateral steering is caused by a shear force applied to the web which results 
from the web attempting to gain normal entry to the roller via frictional contact.  It has 
been shown earlier how this shear force, along with web line tension, can generate 
compressive stresses across the web that result in wrinkles.  In the case of a 
symmetrically crowned roller, no net steering occurs; therefore, the shear force across the 
end of the web must be absent.  In fact, crowned rollers have traditionally been used as 
self centering pulleys for belts transmitting power between shafts.  This application may 
work fine with stiff belts, but thin webs wrinkle easily on crowned rollers. 
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Experimental support for any modeling attempts would be needed.  The multi-
span test stand for the tapered roller was used in conjunction with crowned rollers.  
Initially, two crowned rollers were crudely machined on a lathe.  The initial results 
suggested a range of crown that would be needed to conduct wrinkling experimentation.  
A series of rollers were ordered from Fife Co, Oklahoma City, OK.  As indicated by our 
previous tests, the crown of these rollers needed to be slight.  Machining such slight 
profiles with conventional equipment can be challenging.  The roller manufacturers felt 
confident that rollers could be produced in 0.002” increments of diametric variation 
starting a 0.004in/8in width.  There was some concern that 0.004” crown would not be 
slight enough to capture trough phenomenon, but no other options were currently 
available.  Five rollers were delivered and qualified by the roller profiler previously 
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Figure 69 – Fife Crown Roller Profiles 
 
Figure 69 shows the relative roller diameters (all rollers are nominally 3”).  These 
rollers were covered in a high traction coating to ensure the web was not slipping on the 
rollers.   Initial testing with these rollers revealed the presence of troughs in all cases.  
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Although these rollers may be useful in collection of wrinkle data, it was apparent that a 
crowned roller with less taper would be required. 
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5.1 Creation of an Adjustable Low Crown Roller 
 There are many difficulties associated with the manufacture of a low crown roller.  
From initial tests with crown rollers, it appeared that crown rollers with as little as 
0.0005” radial difference per 8” of width may be needed to study trough formation on 92 
gauge polyester films.  These are not tolerances that typical machining practices can 
adhere to.  Furthermore, the profiles need to be accurate in order to match experimental 
data to modeling attempts.  Equipment capable of machining, based on measurement and 
feedback, were not available and would have been cost prohibitive. 
 
The idea arose that a pressurized shell might be used to create a crowned roller.  
However, a pressurized thin cylinder with fixed ends would not give an exact crowned 
profile.  In order for a shell to reach a near zero crown all machining should be done 
internally, so the outside of the shell would be cylindrical in the absence of internal 
pressure.  After some consideration, it was discovered that to achieve the desired external 
roller profile, a shell would need internal variations of nearly 0.2”, which are definitely 
within the capabilities of a common lathe.  Ideally, the inside of the shell should be 
machined with a smooth curve that would require the use of a CNC lathe which was not 
readily available and cost prohibitive. 
 
After some basic calculation and feasibility studies, a shell profile was proposed.  
The overall change in shell thickness was 0.182” with discrete steps every half inch.  The 
smallest step would be 0.004” which could be achieved with some care.  Due to 






















Figure 70 – Proposed Crown Roller Shell Profile 
An FE analysis was performed to ensure the steps didn’t interfere with expected 
deformations.  Additionally, the stresses were analyzed to ensure safety, as pressurized 
cylinders can be hazardous, and re-use of the roller.  A maximum operational pressure 
was established at 2000 psi which included a safety factor of 1.5 beyond the yield 
strength of the aluminum.  The expected deformations obtained from the FE analysis are 





















Figure 71 – FE Deformations Compared to Desired Profiles 
The machined shell and the assembled pressurized crown roller are shown below in 
Figure 72 and Figure 73. 
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Figure 72 – Machined Shell for Pressurized Roller 
 
Figure 73 – Pressurized Roller 
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Grease, due to its non-compressibility, was used to pressurize the roller shell.  A 
quality hand grease gun is capable of supplying pressures up to 15,000 psi.  Again, the 
roller profiler, shown previously in Figure 3, was used to qualify the crowned roller at 
various pressures which were determined by a pressure gauge.  The resulting relative 
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Figure 74 – Pressurized Crown Roller Profiles 
 
Initial experiments with the pressurized crowned roller were unsuccessful.  They 
showed the inadequacy of tension to easily induce trough phenomena.  It became clear 
what was needed was a roller with a dynamically variable crown.  This concept is 
difficult because the roller must remain free to turn with very little resistance.  This 
limitation eliminated the possibility of rotary seals that would be required to operate 
under 2000 psi of pressure.  After some consideration, it was decided that a piston could 
be fit into the turning roller itself.  This piston could then be used to inflate the roller 
while the whole apparatus turned on bearings.  The piston would be driven by a plunger 
and be isolated through the use of a thrust bearing.  This would allow for large forces to 
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be applied and the unit could still rotate relatively freely.  Photos of the apparatus are 
shown in Figure 75 - Figure 77. 
Figure 75 – Machined Parts for the Dynamically Variable Crown Roller 
Figure 76 – Thrust Bearing Isolation of Piston 
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Figure 77 – Dynamically Variable Crown Roller 
 
The dynamically variable crown roller shown in Figure 77 would be capable of 
generating data for trough formation in webs due to a downstream crowned roller.  
Additionally, this roller will allow the stress fields generated by the crowned roller to be 
studied in a near planar state (no developed troughs).  This study of the stresses 
developed by a crown roller would be useful in setting boundary conditions for any 
modeling attempts.  The next few sections will describe various attempts at mapping out 
the stress fields for a web approaching a crowned roller.  
Thrust bearing, load cell, and adjustable pressure screw
Live shaftBearing blocks
Piston machined into end of shaft
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5.2 Strain Measurement with LDVs 
 Laser Doppler Velocimeters (LDVs) are a current commercial method of 
measuring the surface velocity of an object by measuring the Doppler shift of a laser 
reflected off of the surface of the object in question.  If the velocity of a web can be 
accurately established in two points, then the relative difference in strain between those 
two points may be determined.  Knowledge of the strain and corresponding stress 
distribution in a web as it approaches a contoured roller would be useful in setting 
boundary conditions for modeling.  It would also serve as a check for stress distributions 
suggested by various models. 
 
Initial testing with LDVs on webs approaching crowned rollers resulted in data 
where the noise associated with the measurement was larger than the signal intended to 
be measured.  This was due to the small MD strain variations associated with crowned 
rollers acting on webs in the absence of troughs.  If troughs have formed in the webs then 
the reflective techniques of the LDVs may be suspect.  The LDVs were instead used to 
measure stresses in web approaching concave rollers.  A concave roller does not cause 
troughs and wrinkles, but rather steers the two sides of the web apart, effectively being a 
web spreading device.  This allows much greater variations in strain across the roller, 
especially when used with low modulus materials.  The resulting MD strain proved large 
enough to measure. 
 
Two concave rollers were on hand at the WHRC.  These rollers were nominally 
2.2” in diameter with concavities of 0.014” and 0.037” diametric variation from center to 
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outer edge of the 8” wide roller.  The rollers were qualified with the in-house roller 
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Figure 78 – Concave Roller Profiles 
The web used in the concave roller experiments was an opaque 92 ga polyester 
(Melinex).  The LDVs required use of a non-transparent web.  The web had a Young’s 
Modulus of Ex = 712000 psi, a Poisson’s Ratio of  = 0.3, and a width of W = 6”.  All 
tests associated with the concave rollers used a web span of L = 20”.   
 
In order to measure relative strain, two LDVs were required.  One was positioned 
upstream at the center of the web, a presumed neutral position, to serve as a reference.  
The other LDV was positioned a set distance from the concave roller at a set location in 
the CMD.   After the web was brought up to tension and stabilized, a counter board in a 
pc was used to simultaneously count the cycles of each LDV (which happen to be 1000 
counts/ft). The counter stopped after a predetermined distance of web had passed through 
the test span.  The output was then compared and the relative strain, free of strain due to 
web line tension, was then determined between the two points.  By moving the second 
LDV to a new location in the CMD and repeating, the relative strain profile was 
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determined.  After the relative strain across the web was measured, a new distance from 
the concave roll was selected and CMD strains were again measured. 
 
The first test was conducted with the 0.037” concave roller.  High traction tape 
was applied to the roller to ensure no slip conditions.  The results are shown in Figure 79.  
The variable d in the legend refers to the distance that the measurement, LDV #2, was 

































Figure 79 – First Test of MD strain Due to 0.037” Concave Roller 
Figure 79 shows how the strain profile flattens out as measurements are taken farther 
away from the concave roller.  At d = 12” the strain profile is almost level across the web.  
As measurements approached the upstream roller, a moment begins to develop.  This 
result indicated the roller was steering the web.  Also, if the strain profile is examined 
near the concave roller, it appears the web is not centered on the roller.  This would cause 
higher steering forces in the web contacting more of one half of the concave roller, 
yielding an overall steering of the web.  One other possibility would be camber in the 
web itself.  To determine the cause, the roller was flipped over with care taken to 
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preserve its position in the web line.  Additionally, the web was also flipped over.  The 
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Figure 80 – Determining Cause of Steering Forces 
 
The curve fit line was only added as a visual aid.  Flipping the roller end for end 
had a large impact on the strain profile, while flipping the web resulted in no meaningful 
differences.  This suggests that the steering previously observed was not due to web 
camber but rather being positioned non-symmetrically on the roller.  Figure 80 shows the 
importance of centering the web in the middle of the roller curve in order to avoid 
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Figure 81 – MD Strain Profile, 0.037” Concave Roller   
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Figure 82 – MD Strain Profile, 0.014” Concave Roller 
The data curve labels d = 0” (calc from roll) refers to a calculated strain based on roller 
diameter and the use of equation (4).  The LDVs were not able to measure the strain 
profiles at the tangent point because the web was not totally opaque.  The lasers would 
shoot through the web and detect roller movement, when close, causing interference.  
From this data, equation (4) seems to provide a reasonable prediction of MD strain, but 
without verification at the tangent point, uncertainty could remain.  Figure 81 and Figure 
82 display promising results for the use of LDV’s for MD strain measurement in the case 
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of concaved rollers.  However, they do not yet appear to have high enough sensitivity to 
measure the small strain variations due to typical crowned rollers (at least not the LDVs 
tested here).  It is again stated that the experimentation with concave rollers was 
conducted largely due to their similarity to crowned rollers.   
 
One additional test was performed to study the effect of tension on the relative 
strain across the web at d = 1” from the concave roller.  The results shown below in 
Figure 83 suggest the effects of tension as being minimal.  These results also suggest that 



























Figure 83 – Tension Effects on Strain Due to 0.037” Concave Roller, d = 1” 
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5.3 Strain Measurement with Speckle Interferometry 
 Speckle interferometry was also investigated as a potential non-contact method of 
strain measurement.  While the LDVs were limited to measuring MD stain only, speckle 
interferometry offered the possibility of measuring MD and CMD strains.  The method 
involves creating a random speckle pattern on the web.  A photograph is taken from a 
fixed position.  This first photo serves as a reference.  After a load is applied to the web, 
another photo is taken.  Software then correlates the speckle patterns of the two photos 
and reports the resulting strains. 
 
Experiments were conducted to qualify the method of speckle interferometry for 
applications of webs approaching contoured rollers.  The experimental setup consisted of 
an eight mega-pixel (3504x2336) digital camera mounted on a rail system above the web 
span in question.  The web was marked in a certain location.  The web would be brought 
to tension, stabilized, and then stopped under tension.  The camera was positioned with 
the reference mark in the photo frame.  This mark allowed the camera to create the same 
speckle pattern in each picture.  Ideally, a reference photo would be taken near the 
upstream roller.  Then, the camera and the web (under tension) could be moved toward a 
contoured roller incrementally, with photos being taken at each step.  This series of 
photos could then be correlated through the use of software that would relate the photos 
to relative strains.  This process could be repeated at different locations across the CMD 
to map out an entire web span. 
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This method was qualified using a somewhat simpler procedure.  A web with a 
reference mark and speckle pattern was placed under tension across a span with two 
cylindrical rollers.  A reference photo was taken.  Tension was increased incrementally 
with a photo taken at each step.  Weights were used to provide the tension levels so the 
strain in the web was precisely known.  Proprietary software developed by Dr. H. Lu and 
Paul Carey, in house at the WHRC, was then used to relate the series of photos to relative 
strains.  The experiment is depicted in Figure 84. 
 
Figure 84 – Speckle Interferometry Experiment 
Video camera to
aid in focusing 
Test span
Tension provided by 
dead weight 
A reference photo
was taken, then tension 
was increased in steps and 
corresponding photos were 
collected. 
Photos were later analyzed 
for increasing strain. 
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Figure 85 – Sample Speckle Pattern 
 
Experiments were conducted in 10 lb increments, 5 lb increments, and 1 lb 
increments to determine the minimum strain resolution of the experimental setup.  The 


































































































Figure 89 – 380 ga Coated Paper, 1 lb Increments 
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The results for the 5 and 10 lb increment cases follow expected values for strain.  
The traces labeled “calc” refer to calculated values for both the x and y stresses.  The 
results for the 1 lb increment tests show the data moving in expected directions but 
individual datum points varied considerably and would not provide an adequate 
measurement for strain.  In view of these results, the conclusion was made that the 
apparent minimum strain to be measured would be nearly 500 micro strains.  This 
eliminated the use of speckle interferometry (with the current photo equipment) for most 
applications of strain measurement due to contoured rollers. 
 
One additional effort was made to test the correlation software.  The same series 
of photos was analyzed by the software developed by Dr. H. Lu and by a commercial 
package available from Correlated Solutions.  The Correlated Solutions software was 


























Figure 90 –Software Comparison, 200 ga Polyester, W = 6” 
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Figure 90 shows agreement between the two software packages.  While the value 
of each data point may not be exactly the same (though close), the relative movement 
from one data point to another is consistent.  In conclusion, the resolution of the speckle 
interferometry method is primarily dependent upon the digital images supplied to the 
software for correlation.  A higher resolution image and possibly a better speckle pattern 
may yield accurate resolution of smaller strains.  It appeared that further investment in 
increasingly high cost equipment for uncertain returns would not have been economically 
feasible for this research project. 
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5.4 Strain Measurement with Strain Gauges 
The measurement of strain fields approaching crowned rollers was continued 
through the use of strain gauges.  Strain gauges have an advantage of high resolution 
capabilities.  They may be oriented in any direction, and they may be applied to a moving 
web for a limited distance.  However, strain gauges are limited by their size as they are 
not point measurements and have a high potential for significant interference when 
applied to thin webs. 
 
The strain gauges used were Vishay general purpose strain gauges.  They have a 
polyimide backing that is approximately 4 times thicker than the web itself.  In order to 
measure strains accurately, the gauges needed to be calibrated on the web to be used in 
experiments with known loads.  Strain gauges were glued to strips of web oriented in 
both the MD and CMD directions.  Weights were used to provide known tensions to the 
webs and the outputs from the strain gauges were recorded.  The strain gauge data was 
compared to the known values of uniaxial strain caused by the weights.  This process was 
repeated at different locations across the web to see if CMD location would affect the 
reinforcement factor.  In all cases, the reinforcement factor was determined to be 1.9 with 
no apparent dependence on CMD position (care was taken to avoid the edges of the web), 
or gauge orientation.   
 
The procedure of measuring strain in webs approaching contoured rollers required 
the use of two strain gauges.  The first gauge was placed in the center of a long (relative 
to the test span) web span preceding the test span.  This gauge served as a reference to 
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accurately monitor the strain due to web line tension (the web line load cells did not have 
high enough resolution).  The second strain gauge was placed just prior to entering the 
test span in the CMD location to be measured.  Both strain gauges were applied to the 
web after the web line was brought up to tension and speed, and then stabilized and 
stopped under tension.  The gauges were attached to the web with a cyanoacrylate 
adhesive and given time to set (the web still under tension). 
 
With the strain gauges in place and wires attached, the web line was started and 
the web slowly proceeded down the line at 5 ft/min.  Simultaneously, the gauges were 
read and recorded by a computer equipped with a National data acquisition card.  The 
second gauge entered the test span and proceeded toward the crowned roller.  The test 
was stopped once the test gauge had traveled over the crowned roller.  The setup 
experimental is shown below in Figure 91. 


























Figure 92 – Sample Strain Gauge Output 
If the test span from the above graph is separated, and the difference between the 
reference and the test gauge data is plotted, the effects of the crowned roller may be seen.  
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Figure 93 – Measured Strain due to a Crowned Roller, L = 19.5” 
 
The first test was conducted with a 92 ga Polyester.  It had a Young’s Modulus of 
Ex = 712000 psi, a Poisson’s Ratio of  = 0.3, a width of W = 6”, a span length of L = 
test span 
Bending stress due to rollers 
Difference 




19.5”, and the crowned roller with 1000 psi internal pressure (which can be related to 
diameter through Figure 74).  These are also the conditions under which Figure 92 and 
Figure 93 were generated.  This first test was conducted at three positions across the 


















Figure 94 – Strain at Crowned Roller, Pint = 1000 psi 
Figure 94 shows agreement between the strain profile suggested by using equation (4) 
and the value measured by strain gauges at the crowned roller.  Strains could not be 
measured across the crown roller where measurements would be affected by bending 
strains.  The internal pressure in this case was equal to 1000 psi.  Other experiments 
would suggest that troughs have formed in this web span, making any CMD data 
collected unreliable.  Additionally, Figure 93 suggests that strain is increasing linearly 
between rollers.  This would suggest that, for the case of web spans with developed 
troughs, string method is applicable to webs (string method states the webs may be 
modeled as a series of independent uniaxial strings between rollers). 
 
An additional case was measured, one with less internal pressure.  This lower 
internal pressure, hence less crown, would allow a span without troughs to be measured.  
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No troughs had been observed below 600 psi of internal pressure for this web, so the next 




















Figure 95 – Strain at Crowned Roller, Pint = 500 psi 
Figure 95 exhibits agreement between expected values and those measured similar to the 
higher pressure case.  Only the center point of the web was measured due to the ever 
decreasing strains.  No reliable CMD data was collected for the same reason.  The results 
again suggest that the MD strain profile at a contoured roller may be successfully 
predicted by use of equation (4) and knowledge of the roller geometry, whether troughs 
are present or not.  However, if the raw data is analyzed, it is not clear from results 
obtained that the stress field can be assumed to follow string method for cases where the 
web remains planar. 
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5.5 Trough Formation Due to Crowned Rollers 
 Creation of the “low” crown roller allowed the possibility of obtaining 
experimental results for the onset of troughs in a free span, due to a downstream crowned 
roller.  Experiments were conducted with the 92 ga polyester, W = 6”, Ex = 712000 psi, 
= 0.3.  High friction tape was used to ensure no slip conditions on the crowned roller. 
 
Experiments consisted of bringing the web line up to tension and then slowly 
increasing the internal pressure of the crowned roller.  The increase in internal pressure 
was directly correlated to roller diameter as was shown in Figure 74.  When troughs were 
visually observed in the web span, web line conditions and internal roller pressure were 
then recorded.  The initial troughs associated with crowned rollers were much smaller in 
magnitude than those associated with shear.  This small amplitude of the troughs at their 
onset made measurement of this process difficult.  In spite of the conditions, a set of data 























Figure 96 – Troughs Generated By Crowned Roller 
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Figure 96 shows a small dependence on span length and a greater dependence on web 
line tension.  This behavior is expected due to buckling criteria of tensioned plates.  A 
first attempt at modeling trough development used elastic elements in a FE model 
coupled with the plate buckling criteria used in the case of shear troughs.  The boundary 
conditions for the FE model are shown below. 
 
Figure 97 – Boundary Conditions for FE Trough Model 
 
The MD load profile applied to the web should create the expected MD profile 
from the particular case of contoured roller being studied.  The expected MD stress 
profile may be calculated by use of equation (4), Hook’s Law, and the roller profile.  In 
the case of crowned rollers a parabolic stress distribution is required.  Initially, nodal 
loads were calculated to have parabolic magnitudes across the web; it was soon realized 
that some nodes needed different values to give a smooth MD profile at the first row of 
elastic elements where the compression would ultimately develop.  The solution was to 
carefully change applied loads (mainly near the edges of the web) at individual nodes 
until the desired shape was achieved at the web to roller boundary.  This load distribution 
could then be increased by a scaling factor in COSMOS.  The location of these applied 
Nodes coupled along dotted lines 
Tension applied at each end of model 
Model constrain in y direction at both ends and center of model, x direction constrained at center 
Parabolic loads applied in x direction in middle panel 
Note, forces should not be applied to first row of nodes 
Test span, 
elastic elements used is 
in all spans 
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loads was not critical, as long as they were not applied to the same row of nodes where 
the compressive stresses would develop.  Also, some nodal forces were in the positive x 
direction and some where in the negative x direction with magnitudes that resulted in no 
net change in web line tension.  The numerical solver in MS Excel aided with this aspect. 
 
Initially, the critical stress for the web span was assumed to be that predicted by 
equation (39) for a tensioned panel being compressed uniformly along its length.  
Considering a typical web span of 30” under 20 lbs web line tension, Figure 96 suggests 
that an internal pressure of 933 psi in the crowned roller would be required to create a 
trough in the web.  Equation (39) predicts a critical CMD stress of nearly 3 psi for these 
conditions.  The MD stress profile was increased in the FE model until this critical value 
of compressive stress was observed in the web span.  The resulting MD stress profile 
from this model is plotted below along with the MD profiles calculated form roller 























Figure 98 – MD Stress Profiles, L = 30”, T = 20 lbs 
The trace labeled “FE model” corresponds to a compressive stress of 3 psi developing in 
the web span, as suggested by equation (39).  The above graph demonstrates the 
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inadequacy of this model to accurately predict the onset of trough formation due to a 
crowned roller.  The applied MD stress was then increased in the model until a stress 
profile comparable to that observed in experiment was achieved.  This is the trace labeled 
“FE match” in Figure 98.  The compressive CMD stresses along the web centerline 
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Figure 99 – CMD Stress Along Web Centerline, L = 30”, T = 20 lbs 
The previous graph shows the CMD stress profile from by a FE model that generates the 
MD stress profile suggested by experiment to cause trough formation in a web due to a 
crowned roller.  The chart shows only a pocket of compressive stress just before the 
crowned roller.  This helps to explain why equation (39) may not be applicable to this 
case of MD wrinkles.   
 
In the case of shear wrinkling, the compressive stresses down the centerline of the 
web extend from near the upstream roller all the way to the downstream roller, simulating 
a tensioned plate experiencing a uniform compression per equation (39).  A simple 
approximation was attempted to reconcile the FE analysis to the experimental data.  From 
Figure 99 the region of the web experiencing substantial compressive stress may be used 
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to determine an “effective” plate length.  This “effective” plate length was determined to 
be approximately 4”.  If 4” is used as the length of the compressed-tensioned plate, 
equation (39) predicts the critical buckling stress to be ycr = 22 psi.  This was in fact the 
stress developed in the FE model based on critical experimental inputs. 
 
A model based on an “effective” plate length was able to give agreement with 
experimental results.  However, the model was based on inputs that resulted from 
measured critical values.  It is suggested that an improved buckling criteria be developed 
for this case of MD troughs.  An additional approach would be to conduct a full FE 
buckling analysis.  This would limit assumptions, but may be computationally more 
intense.  The topic of machine direction troughs due to a crowned roller will not be 
pursued farther here due to time constraints and limits of scope. 
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5.6 Wrinkles Due to Crowned Rollers; Finite Elements 
Experimental data were needed for any comparison to modeling attempts.  Initial 
efforts revealed that the 0.006” diametric crown/8” width would produce wrinkles in the 
92 ga polyester that could be removed with an increase in tension.  This roller was used 
in the same test stand that the tapered roller tests utilized.  High friction tape was applied 
to the roller to ensure no-slip conditions.  Care was taken to center the web on the crown.  
The tests began with a relatively high web line tension until the web stabilized in the 
machine.  Tension was then decreased until wrinkles were observed traversing the 
crowned roller.  The tension was recorded as the experimental variable.  Data were from 
an average of 4 tests.  Web properties were again; Ex = 712000 psi,  = 0.3, W = 6”.  The 
experimental setup utilizing a 3” diameter crowned roller is depicted in Figure 100. 
 






















0.006" diametric crown over 8"
 
Figure 101 – Wrinkles Generated by a Crowned Roller, Ro = 1.5” 
 A Finite Element model is now constructed to generate a critical stress profile 
required for webs to wrinkle on rollers.  The conditions obtained in the above graph will 
be used for comparison.  The boundary conditions for a crowned roller require no net 
steering of the web, no rotation at the upstream end of the web, a downstream stress 
profile calculated from the use of equation (4) and knowledge of roller geometry, and the 
concept of normal entry.  These conditions were incorporated into the FE wrinkling 
model through the following constraints.  The parabolic loading is the same as that 
applied to the case of troughs described in the previous section 
 
Figure 102 – Boundary Conditions for Wrinkling Due to Crown 
Nodes coupled along dotted lines 
Tension applied at each end of model 
Model constrain in y direction at both ends and center of model, x direction constrained at center 
Parabolic loads applied in x direction in middle panel 
Note, forces should not be applied to first row of nodes 
Test span, 
wrinkling membrane 
elements used here only 
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Execution of the FE model proceeded as follows; Tension was applied to the web, 
then the parabolic MD stress profile was increased until the compressive stresses in the 
first row of elastic nodes reached the critical value determined by equation (79), ycr =
265 psi, approximately.  At this point, the MD stress distribution from the FE model was 
used to determine the critical crown by calculating the critical roller profile from equation 
(4), and uniaxial Hook’s Law.  
Figure 103 – Critical Compressive Stress, FE Crowned Roller Model 
 
The data in Figure 101 suggests little dependence on span length, with the largest 
difference occurring between the 20 and 30 inch spans.  Models were constructed for all 
three span lengths.  Once the critical compressive stress was achieved, the models were 
evaluated by comparing the FE estimation of the MD stress across the web with that 
calculated from roller geometry and use of equation (4).  The results are shown in the 
following graphs. 
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Figure 106 – FE Wrinkle Model; L = 40”, T = 17.4 lbs 
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Figure 104 - Figure 106 show two FE model results in addition to the expected 
value determined from experiment.  One is due to the parabolic loading described above.  
The other case utilized a temperature distribution instead of applied forces to achieve the 
parabolic MD stress distribution.  The two models yield similar results, and demonstrate 
the effectiveness of these modeling techniques applied to machine direction wrinkles.  
The force model may possibly be considered a more direct approach.  In the case of MD 
wrinkles, it is worth note that neither forces nor temperatures should be applied to the 
first row of elastic elements where the compressive stresses are developed.  Placement on 
the second row or farther is acceptable.  Location of the forces after the second row is not 
critical.  The only point of concern is that the MD stresses at the first row of elastic nodes 
(where compressive stresses are developed) are used to evaluate the model, not the 
applied forces.  Additionally, with no net steering of the web, no efforts were made to 
explicitly enforce normal entry. 
 
Acceptable agreement was achieved by the proposed model over the span lengths 
tested.  The limited data available did not allow the model to be tested extensively for the 
effect of span length.  However, the data for the 40” span may suggest a limitation of the 
current model for large ratios of L/W.
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5.7 Wrinkle Due to an Enlarged Sector; Finite Elements 
The method of wrinkle prediction developed for the case of the crowned roller 
will now be applied to the case of a roller with an enlarged sector.  If the enlarged sector 
is located in the center of the web then, there is no net steering, resulting in machine 
direction wrinkles.  This case is similar to that of the crowned roller with only differences 
in the MD stress profile. 
 
Data for this case of MD wrinkles was collected by J.K. Good [14] and the 3-M 
web handling group in 3-M labs in St Paul in 2001.  Details of their experiment are not 
given here.  It is known that the roller profile was controlled with internal pressure.  This 
internal pressure was related to roller diameter through measurements of the roller before 
and after pressurization.  A diagram of this roller is shown below. 
 
Figure 107 – Diagram of Roller with Enlarged Sector 
 
Experiments were conducted to determine the onset of wrinkles due to a roller 
with an enlarged sector.  A set of experimental data for a polyester web is shown below; 































Figure 108 – Wrinkle Data Due to a Roller with an Enlarged Sector 
Figure 108 relates critical internal pressure in the roller to web line tension at several 
span lengths.  The pressurized roller was covered with a high traction coating to ensure 
no slip conditions.  However, the upstream roller was bare aluminum.  The effects of 
traction can be seen in the lowest tensions.  Span length dependence can also be seen, but 
the effects of span seem to converge by the 19.25” span. 
 
A FE model was developed for the case of wrinkles due to an enlarged sector on a 
roller.  The implementation of the model was similar to the case of the crowned roller, 
with the major difference being the applied MD stress profile.  The enforced boundary 
conditions are shown in Figure 109.  The model is again executed by first applying web 
line tension, then the MD stress profile is increased until the critical compressive stress, 
equation (79), develops in the first row of elastic elements at the span – contoured roller 
boundary.  The MD stress profile from the FE model is then compared to that calculated 
from the rollers used in experiment per equation (4). 
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Figure 109 – Boundary Conditions for Wrinkling Due to an Enlarged Sector 
An analysis of Figure 108 reveals that a 31.5” web span under 20 lbs web line 
tension will form a wrinkle at 5 psi of internal roller pressure.  The profile of the roller is 


















Figure 110 – Roller Profile, Pint = 5 psi 
By using the above roller profile, equation (4) and Hook’s Law, the stresses due to the 
roller may be calculated.  The resulting MD stress profile that is to be considered the 
experimentally determined critical profile is shown below in Figure 112 and is 
represented by the trace “calc from roller”.  Equation (79) yields a critical buckling stress 
of ycr = 180 psi.  The CMD stresses resulting from the FE analysis are also shown 
below. 
Tension applied at right end of model 
Model constrain in y direction at both ends and center of model, x direction constrained at center 
Loads applied in x direction in middle panel 
Note, forces should not be applied to first row of nodes 
Test span, 
wrinkling membrane 
elements used here only 











































Figure 112 – FE Wrinkle Model; L = 31.5”, T = 20 lbs 
The above graph shows the expected results from the experiment, as compared to two FE 
models.  One model forces the edges of the web to have a flat profile, achieved by 
pushing upstream on the web near the edges, while the other allows the edges to be free.  
No clear advantage is observed from forcing the edge of the web to be flat; also it is 
unclear if a roller could impose such negative MD forces on the web. 
 
The agreement achieved in Figure 112 demonstrates the capability of the model to 
predict the onset of wrinkle formation due to a roller with an enlarged sector for a typical 
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span length, L/W = 2.6, and average web line tension.  The model was next applied to a 





















Figure 113 – FE Wrinkle Model; L = 19.25”, T = 10 lbs 
Figure 113 shows the proposed model requiring more variation in MD stress to achieve 
wrinkle than the experimental data suggests.  There may be issues related to violation of 
boundary conditions in the experimental data.  At a relatively low web line tension, the 
web could possibly be slipping on the upstream roller at a “short” span length.  Since 
span length and tension were altered, combined effects could possibly be responsible for 
the variation.  An additional model was constructed to check the effects of tension alone.  
Again, Figure 108 shows wrinkling at 6 psi internal roller pressure, with a span length of 



















calc from roller, 6psi
FE wrinkle model
 
Figure 114 – FE Wrinkle Model; L = 31.5, T = 30 lbs 
 
The model provides acceptable results when tension alone is varied, see Figure 
114. Furthermore, the model is moving in the same direction as the experimental values.  
This suggests that the larger discrepancies observed in Figure 113 are the results of the 
relatively short span length.  An additional point to be made, in this case, is the roller was 
made from a polypropylene shell.  The roller was measured with various internal 
pressures but without the presence of a tensioned web partially wrapping it.  It is not 
known how much effect the web had on the shape of the pressurized roller.  Any effects 
would have been amplified by higher tensions. 
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5.8 Conclusions of Machine Direction Wrinkles   
 Machined direction wrinkles can be caused by a downstream crowned roller.  
Experiments were developed to study the behavior of webs encountering crowned rollers.  
This included the creation of a “low” crown roller.  This roller has the potential of a 
variable crown that can be adjusted dynamically. 
 
Attempts were made to explore the boundary conditions and strain fields 
associated with crowned rollers.  Experiments with strain gauges support using simplified 
mass continuity, equation (4), as a method of predicting relative strain profiles across a 
web.  This assumption is supported whether the web is planar or if troughs are present.  
These experiments also suggest that for a web with developed troughs that “string 
theory” is a reasonable approximation for stress in a web approaching a crowned roller. 
 
Experiments were conducted to measure the onset of trough formation in a web 
span due to a downstream crowned roller.  Modeling attempts were made using FE 
analysis.  It was discovered that the compressive stress developed in elastic elements was 
localized, and did not extend down the length of the web span.  Agreement was achieved 
with experimental values when an “effective” plate length was determined from the 
compressive stress generated by an FE model based on critical experimental inputs.  
Suggestions for future efforts include an improved buckling criterion, and possibly a full 
FE buckling analysis.  
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Experiments were conducted to measure the onset of wrinkle formation due to a 
downstream crowned roller.  A FE model was proposed that modeled a web span with 
developed troughs using wrinkling membrane elements.  The compressive stresses 
generated were then compared to critical stresses required for shell buckling, equation 
(79).  The proposed models were successful in predicting wrinkle formation over the 
ranges of parameters tested.  A similar FE model was developed to test wrinkles formed 
due to a downstream roller with an enlarged section. This model also achieved acceptable 
agreement with experiment, for typical span/width ratios.  If both cases of machine 
direction wrinkles are used for support, the proposed models appear to be applicable for 
span/width ratios from over 2 to nearly 6. 
 
When the results of trough formation due to crown, wrinkling due to crown, and 
wrinkling due to an enlarged section are compared simultaneously, further conclusions 
may be drawn.  The trough due to crown analysis revealed that before troughs form the 
web span does not experience compression down the whole length of the span.  This may 
imply similar behavior after troughs have developed.  Also, the trough experiments show 
the ability of the web to resist local compressions up to nearly 22 psi for the test case 
(compared to 3 psi if the whole span is in compression).  This may imply that regions of 
the web where troughs are not formed may have more ability to resist compression than 
originally assumed.  Furthermore, if the developed pocket of compressive stress is 
dependent on a fixed distance from the crown roll and not overall span length, then the 
convergence of the data in the longer spans would be explained, and a model for a mid-
length span could be used for all span lengths, as long as the span is long enough to allow 
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the compressive pocket to fully develop.  One possible area of future work may include a 
full FE buckling analysis to determine troughs with the same model used to develop post 
buckling behavior up to the point of wrinkle formation based on critical stresses 
developing at the tangent of the roller.   
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CHAPTER VI 
Summary and Conclusions 
 
The objective of this research was the study of trough and wrinkle phenomena 
caused by downstream roller positioning or geometry.  Both shear and machine direction 
wrinkling cases were studied, modeled, and verified experimentally.  Specific 
accomplishments are: 
 
1.0 The prediction of trough formation due to a tapered downstream roller was 
developed in the form of a closed form algorithm, with consideration of shear 
effects, tension effects, and orthotropic web properties.  This method is consistent 
with other cases of shear wrinkling and is presented along with the case of a 
misaligned roller in Chapter 3. 
 
2.0 The modeling of wrinkle phenomenon on rollers by use of wrinkling 
membrane elements in a FE analysis linked to classic shell buckling criterion for 
the cases of both the misaligned and the tapered roller with one consistent 
method, Chapter 4. 
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3.0 The study of boundary conditions of a web approaching a crowned roller, 
the study of trough formation due to crowned rollers.  The modeling of wrinkle 
formation due to a downstream crowned roller again using membrane elements in 
a FE analysis linked to a shell buckling criterion, application of this model to 
other cases of machine direction wrinkles.  Specifically, to the case of a roller 
with an enlarged section was accomplished in Chapter 5. 
 
4.0 An additional conclusion was also reached.  Troughs form in webs when a 
few psi of compressive stress are needed in the web.  In order for wrinkles to 
form, typically hundreds of psi of compression are needed.  When the wrinkling 
membrane elements were not used to simulate troughs in a web the compressive 
stresses required for wrinkling were not reached, and in fact there was no 
boundary for these stresses to develop along.  Hence, in every case studied herein, 
trough formation in the web was necessary to produce web wrinkling on rollers. 
 
Additional accomplishments and a summary of conclusions are presented in following 
sections of this chapter. 
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6.0 Summary of Troughs Due to Shear 
Webs approaching tapered rollers have been modeled as tensioned beams with 
consideration of shear effects and orthotropic material properties.  This model accurately 
predicts steering of the web due to a tapered roller.  When combined with plate instability 
theory, equation (39), the model provides a closed form algorithm to predict the onset of 
trough formation due to a downstream tapered roller.  This model has been verified by 
experiment for a typical range of web line parameters.  During the web deflection 
experiment it was observed that the model accurately predicted deflections even after 
troughs had formed in the web.  An observation made during the trough formation 
experiments revealed that “thin” webs are unusually unstable.  The 56 ga polyester web 
(if extrapolated) did not appear to be headed to the origin.  This would suggest that the 
web in question would still form troughs on a perfect, aligned roller under certain 
conditions, particularly low tensions.  Web geometry and non-uniformities were suspect. 
 
The method developed for prediction of troughs due to tapered rollers was 
consistent in methodology with an analysis of trough formation due to misaligned rollers, 
previously developed.  This consistency supports the generality for the proposed model 
for use on additional cases of trough formation due to shear.  Additionally, the case 
combined of a misaligned and tapered roller was studied.  A model was developed by 
adding the shear forces developed by both misalignment and taper.  This model was also 
verified experimentally. 
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6.1 Summary of Wrinkling Due to Shear 
The wrinkling of web on rollers is a topic long discussed in web handling.  The 
concept of modeling web on rollers as a thin shell with a related shell buckling limit has 
been previously proposed.  Such a model for shell buckling suited to webs on rollers has 
been presented, equation (79).  The model is for a free, unsupported shell.  In reality the 
web is under tension and rigidly supported by the roller.  Experiments were conducted to 
measure the buckling load of aluminum cylinders.  These tests measured the effects of 
internal pressure and a rigid mandrel support.  In both cases, the experimental buckling 
loads measured supported the use of equation (79) for determining wrinkling of tensioned 
webs on rollers.  Of note, equation (79) is applicable to all types of wrinkling and not 
exclusive to wrinkles due to shear. 
 
A model was developed to predict the wrinkling of webs due to shear by use of 
wrinkling membrane elements.  These elements were used to model web with developed 
troughs.  The assumption is that once troughs develop in webs the amount of compressive 
stress they can support is negligible.  A FE model using these elements was used to 
develop the stresses in the web.  These stresses were then compared to the critical stress 
predicted by equation (79).  This model was applied to the cases of misaligned rollers and 
tapered rollers.  Experiments were conducted which successfully verified the models.  
The consistency which the model was applied to both cases suggests the possibility of 
application to other cases of shear wrinkles, such as wrinkling due to uneven nip pressure 
in sets of rubber covered rollers. 
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In application of this method, of importance was correct implementation of 
boundary conditions.  Specifically, developing the correct MD stress profile at the 
boundary between wrinkling and elastic elements was essential.  Also, normal entry must 
be considered. 
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6.2 Summary of Machine Direction Wrinkles 
 Crowned rollers, where crowns are unintentional, are a common source of 
machine direction wrinkles.  Experiments were conducted to measure the MD strains 
associated with crowned rollers.  These tests required creation of crowned rollers that 
would not cause troughs in the web.  A low crown roller was created capable of small 
crowns and was dynamically variable.  Experiments with strain gauges approaching 
crowned rollers and the use of LDV’s on the similar case of concaved rollers supported 
the use of equation (4) in the determination of strains developed at contoured rollers, 
whether troughs are present in the web or not.  The strain gauge experiments also suggest 
“string method” as appropriate in describing MD strain in webs with developed troughs. 
 
Experiments were conducted to determine the onset of troughs approaching 
crowned rollers, which made use of the variable “low” crown roller.  A FE model using 
elastic elements and plate buckling theory, equation (39), initially failed at predicting 
trough formation.  However, when inputs determined from the trough experiments were 
used to determine an effective “plate length” agreement was achieved.  This agreement 
shows the potential of the method if a more suitable buckling criterion were developed.  
Also, a full FE buckling analysis might also prove effective in this case. 
 
Models were developed to predict wrinkle formation due to crowned rollers.  
Wrinkling membrane elements were again coupled with shell buckling criterion, equation 
(79).  Experiments were conducted to verify the model.  Acceptable agreement was 
achieved for conditions tested.  A similar model was constructed for the case of a roller 
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with an enlarged section.  Experimental data was previously collected by Good [14].  
Good’s data only covered relatively short span lengths with low span/width ratios.  
Comparison of model output and experiment showed excellent agreement with the 
longest span length which would be considered a typical span/width ratio.  Larger 
discrepancies were observed in the shorter span lengths.   
 
If the results of trough formation and both cases of wrinkling are analyzed 
simultaneously, further conclusions may be drawn.  The modeling of trough formation 
revealed the compressive stress developed did not extent the length of the web span.  It is 
possible that if this is true after troughs have formed then using wrinkling membrane 
element for the entire span length may not be appropriate for the longer span lengths.  
The data shows convergence of the data in the longer spans suggesting independence of 
span length once this compressive region is fully developed. 
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6.3 Recommendations for Future Study 
 The work presented here made a basic assumption of no-slip conditions between 
web and their transport rollers.  Issues related to available web traction have long been 
discussed in web handling.  Future efforts may be made to incorporate these traction 
effects into the proposed models. 
 
Trough and wrinkling phenomenon due to shear have been thoroughly studied.  
However, exceptionally short span lengths have not been tested in the case of wrinkling.  
Studies of the rolling boundary condition at the ends of web spans may become important 
where short spans are concerned.  Also, enforcement of normal entry without interference 
to developing stresses may be improved. 
 
The prediction of machine direction toughs would be improved by a buckling 
criterion suited to the “pocket” of compressive stress developed in front of a crowned 
roller.  An additional approach, one involving less assumptions, would be a full FE 
buckling analysis.  If successful such a buckling analysis may have the additional 
advantage of describing post buckling behavior without the use of wrinkling membrane 
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The FE package used in modeling was COSMOS 2.8.  A typical model was 
started by first creating the geometry on a blank screen.  Then, the material properties Ex
and  were entered.  Next, the thickness was entered under Real Constants.  After that, 
the element group for the elastic portions of the model was selected.  This element group 
utilized the Shell4 element in COSMOS.  This element is a 4 node quadrilateral meant to 
model thin shells.  This element can support in-plane as well as bending stresses.  All 
default settings (such as regular elastic behavior) for these elements were used except that 
large displacement formulations were selected. Once the elastic elements were defined in 
the geometry the second element group was defined.  This element group was used to 
model web with developed troughs.  The elements were again Shell4 elements but the 
membrane option was selected.  Furthermore, the next input selected was the wrinkling 
membrane option.  This option created the elements that could not withstand compression 
in the 2 direction.  It should be noted that once the wrinkling membrane option is 
selected, the analysis is required to be non-linear due to the state dependent material 
properties.  Also, COSMOS substitutes in a 4 node element made up of 4 triangles 
instead of a true quadrilateral element.  These elements were then applied to the 
appropriate geometries and merged with adjacent nodes. 
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Grid size was initially set to 80 elements across the 6” width of the web, with 
elements being approximately square.  This number was then reduced to 40 elements 
across the width, and then finally to 20.  20 elements across the width adequately 
modeled the relatively slowly changing stresses across the web and still resulted in 
reasonable computational times.  No difference in results was observed between 80 
elements and 20 elements.  Additionally, the aspect ratio of the elements was altered.  In 
the web span where stresses changed slowly, the elements were set to be approximately 3 
times longer than they were wide.  In the area of the rollers, in particular the boundary 
between element types where compressive stresses were expected to develop, the length 
of the elements was set to 1/3 their width.  In the case of tapered rollers, node coupling 
just prior to the boundary between element types, required a similar decrease in element 
length, not for convergence but to limit the distances the couplings were applied to. 
 
An importance issue relating to the convergence of this model was the time step.  
The non-linear analysis was required to converge at each step but if too large a time step 
of load increment was applied then convergence was not achieved.  The total time was set 
to 1 with a time step of 0.05.  This led to the loads being applied in 20 steps.  In some 
cases fewer time steps were needed for convergence, but computational time was not a 
large issue, typically 5-10 minutes, thus, 20 steps were used in all the final models.  The 
convergence and constraint tolerances were left at their default values of 0.001.  The load 














load due to roller
 
Figure 115 – Load Curves for FE models 
 
Additional settings other than defaults in COSMOS were, not to update nodal 
coordinates after each run, usually several iterations were necessary to find the critical 
stress, and to set the displacement dependent load flag.  Also of importance to use with 
the wrinkling membrane elements was the Newton Raphson solution method instead of 
the default Modified Newton Raphson method.  Additional discussion of application of 
the COSMOS wrinkling elements may be found in Webb’s thesis [45].  
 
A sample sec. file is given below; this is for wrinkle formation due to a tapered 
roller.  E = 712000 psi,  = 0.3, t = 0.00092”, W = 6”, L = 20”, R = 1.49”.  Equation (79) 
yields a critical compressive stress of 265 psi for this case.  A web line tension was set at 
T = 18.57 lbs.  The scaling factor for the lateral load was set at 1.05, a value known to 
cause the critical CMD stress.  Normally iterations are required to find this value.  For 
ease of use files were created and then loaded for node coupling and applied loads.  The 
file for web line tension applies 10 lbs evenly across the web which may then be scaled 
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by use of time curve 1.  The lateral loads equal 1 lb which may then be scaled by time 
curve 2. 
 
sec. file which may be loaded into COSMOS, by selecting FILE, LOAD, then selecting a 
text file which may be created from copying and pasting the following into notepad or 
another text editor. 
C* 
C* COSMOSM GeoStar 2.8 (256K Version) 
























































































































































































































C* COSMOSM GeoStar 2.8 (256K Version) 
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